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E S T A B L IS H E D 1875

P U B L IS H E D W E E K L Y

ACCEPT AND DEFEND THE
52 NUMBERS:

TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND

$ x. 50 IN ADVANCE

VO LU M E FIFTY-TWO.

CO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.. THURSDAY. M ARCH 3. 1927.
T H E “ HOM E P A P E R ” OF T H E M ID D LE SECTION OF PROSPEROUS MONTGOMERY COUNTY.

For The Independent
MY CHERISHED DREAMS
I used to think once on a time
I’d stir the world with thoughts of mine,
And started out with pen aflame
To blaze a path to wealth and fame.
Alas, I found the progress slow
-I’couldn't make my genius go,
The world would look me in the face
And bid me “go and find my place.”
I, started out resolved to win,
Just buckled to with earnest vim
And hoped that some day I would give
A thought that possibly might live,
To help the weary world along
And add a note to life’s sweet song,
As well as luster to my name
And place it on the roll of fame.
And here I am—this year of grace
Has found me in the same old place.
But I have learned a thing or two
The secret I will toll to you,
I’ve found that patient earnest z§al
-Has helped to make my* vision real!
And with a broader point of view
My cherished dreams may yet come true.
MRS. HENRY ARMSTRONG.
Dorchester, Mass.

THE DEATH ROLL
Henry P. Fryer, of Perkiomenville,
died a t the home o f hihs son John B.
Fryer, 28 W. Airy street, Norristown,
Pa., Wednesday, February 23, aged 86
years. He leaves one son John. Fu
neral was held on Saturday at 12
M. services in the SasSamansville
Reformed church at 2 o’clock. Inter
ment in adjoining cemetery; under
taker, J. L. Bechtel.

LIONS CLUB PLANNED FOR
COLLEGEVILLE COMMUNITY

COLLEGEVILLE A. A. HOLDS
ENTHUSIASTIC

MEETING

COLLEGEVILLE HIGH LOSES
TO EAST GREENVILLE 22-21

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
RAMBLING AT RANDOM

COUNTY AND STATE ITEMS

The following is the record of per
It is proposed to open a summer
The initial steps toward the final .or
The Collegeville Athletic Associa
BY JAY HOWARD
The .Collegeville High basketball
fect attendance in the public school school in Pottstown for backward
ganization of the Collegeville Lions tion held a very well attended and en team lost a close and hard fought
during the month of February: Pri pupils.
Club wepe taken at a meeting held thusiastic meeting in the Fire hall 'on gapie to East Greenville High at East
mary grades—Theresa Boettger, Anna
'March came in like the proverbial
Monday evening. The regular month
More than 100 veterans of the
at the Arcadia, last Friday evening, ly routine business . was transacted. Greenville on Friday night. The game Lamb—let’s hope it doesn’t pull any Boettger, Mildred Bowers, Pauline
was nip and tuck thruout. College
Civil, 'Spanish-American and World
Brownback,
Ruth
Detwiler,
Frieda
Wm. Verdier, district, organizer, of Manager Beacraft reported favorably ville staged a desperate last half rally Lion stuff four weeks from now. '
Heany, Alice Mayew, Kathryn Mc- wars held a reunion at Hamburg.
Lancaster, Pa,, and H. 0. Dietrich on the team. He is hard at work lin that fell just one point shy of tying
Harg,Verna Miller, Robert Mathieu,
Citizens of Robesonia held a meet
What do you think of the ground
Phil Berkes, Frank Shalkop, William ing up the team. He had nothing the score. The final -score was 22-21
Gilbert Maute, Frank Moore, Norman ing to consider plans for a fitting
hog
as
a
weather
prophet
by
this
for
publication
but
assured
the
fans
in East Greenville’s favor. At half
Fox, Robert Trucksess. and Martin
Reed, Oliver Reed, Douglas Stearly memorial for world war veterans.
Horn, members of th e , Lions Club of he will have several pleasant sur time Collegeville was leading 7-6, time?
and Bernard Tyson. Grammar grades
A groundhog weighing 12 pounds
Norristown, were present and partici prises to spring after the League gets At the start of the second half East
LOCAL BUILDING & LOAN
It looks as if the Sheriff is going —Carl Boettger, Ralph Hodge, Nor that was munching away oh an ear of
into
action
aftd«
finally
passes
on
the
Greenville forged to the front with a to “liquidate" the Schwenksville ris Johnson, Peter Kutra, Charles Mil
pated in the proceedings? Remarks
BANQUET AT THE ARCADIA were' made by the visiting Lions re proposed By-Laws.
was shot by H .'J. Rubright, of
sudden spurt and were leading 22-12 Water Company.
ler, William Mayew, Henry Shuler, corn
Stowe. \
A grounds committe consisting of with only three minute* to play. Then
The directors of the Collegeville specting the social and community
Donald Stearly, Robert Tyson, Kath
Building and Loan Association held service being constantly derived from Perry Miller, Wm. Zollers and Fran Sommers the diminutive flash from
The latest definition of a Ford is: ryn Allebach, Alice Allebach, Lucille
Use of intoxicants at college funct
their first banquet Thursday evening, Lions clubs in towns and cities thru cis Dewane was appointed to get the Collegeville got into stride and sent A car that you push up hill with your Barthel, Clara Fingal, Kathryn Gra-- ions has been banned by the student
February 24, at the Arcadia, in cele out the United States. The prospec diamond in shape and keep it in shape cold shivers thru the upper end fans left foot.
ter, Beatrice Heany,,Dorothy Hallman, senate of Franklin and -Marshall Col
as he dropped four baskets thru in a
bration of the third anniversary of tive Lions present manifested con during the playing season.
Ruth Hallman, Sylvia Herzog, Sara lege.
Tuesday was Fastnacht Day. Ac Leopold, Mary Moore, Frances McRalph Wismer and Wm. McAllister row. Undereoffler. added a foul to
the Association. The guests were the siderable enthusiasm and added their
Four thousand persons- at $1 each
auditors and wives and friends. An encouragement toward the organiza were appointed as the League repre Sommers’ .wonderful feat in the last cording to an old Pennsylvania Dutch Harg and Helen Smull.
ABOUT TOWN NOTES
attended the anhual ball of the' Allen
sentatives.
myth
the
steam
from
frying
Fast
half minute of play that brought the
elaborate turkey dinner, excellently tion of a Lions Club in Collegeville
Miss Isabelle Johnson and Mr. Ran town police, the proceeds going to
A membership drive with “every score u p 'to 22-21. Sommers, Under- nacht coocha (doughnuts) on this day
Mr. George D. Smith, of South Ster prepared and served, was thoroughly A temporary organization was effec
dolph
Helffrich,. of Ursinus College, the pension fupd.
is
the
only
thing
that
will
save
the
member
get
a
member"
as
a
motto
coffler and Horrpcks starred for tfle
ling, ,Pa., spent Sunday with Mr. and enjoyed. Thomas Hallman, solicitor, ted by electing E. S. Moser, president,
Mr. and Mrs. William Seyfert, of
were
the
guests of Mr. D. W. Shuler
was
launched,
,
last
one
out
of
hod
in
the
morning
Collegeville team, while L. Erb with
'Mrs. Arnold Francis and family. . acted as toastmaster. Responses were and Clarence W. Scheuren, secretary
No. 435 South Sixth, street, Reading,
and family on Sunday.
from -getting lousy,
12
pqints
to
fiis
credit
was
the
bright
The
-following
committees
Were
ap
made
by
Daniel
H.
Bartman,
presi
Mr. Charles Urban spent Sunday
celebrated their sixty-first wedding
light for the winning combination,
Miss Hannah Gottshall, of Norris anniversary.
with Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bechtel and dent; Henry W. Mathieu, William H. pointed: Membership—Howard Rush URSINUS BASKETBALL TEAM
Collegeville Is going to have a
ong,
Lewis
Schatz,
Louis
Cornish.
Or
Fox,
Morvin
W.
Godshall,
secretary;
Sommers
entered
the
game
for
Col
town,
.spent
Sunday
with
her
parents,
family.
, NOSES OUT TEMPLE 26.24 legeville 'tfith his team trailing by. Lion’s Club. Let’s hope the College Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Gottshall.
Boyertown will float a loan of $70,Howard P. Tyson, Harry G. Kriebel, ganization Committee—John Freed
ville Lions and the Ursinus Bears
Mr. Lewis Beideman spent Jhe Frank C. Poley, and Ralph F. Wis- and William McAllister. It was de
000 for the construction of a new
nine points, but his 'great playing don’t get to fighting.A
revamped
and
rejuvenated
Ur
Mr. and Mrs. George Baldwin and impounding dam.
week end in Norristown.
mer, treasurer.
cided to hold a meeting for permanent sinus basketball team surprised and failed to win. Collegeville was greatly
family, of Norristown, visited Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. F. Stanley and Mrs.
After conducting the hotel at WalThe Association is three years old, organization on Wednesday evening, thrilled an- . overflowing crowd in handicapped by East Greenville’s
The Lions and the Bears will cer
Fairweather and daughter Ruth and and its last statement showed. 3432 March 2, at 6.15, promptly, at the Thompson field Cage, Saturday even freak cage with built in ends. The tainly make some menagerie out of Mrs. Wilson Brunner on Sunday.
nuttown; Berks county, for 43 years,
Mr. and Mrs. Young, of Lansdowne, shares have been issued. A new Areadia when - it is expected that ing by sending the big Cherry and game was very rough and resembled a this neck o’ the woods. Let’s hope the
Mr. and Mrs. Josiah B. Tyson, of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred S. Strausser re
and Mr. and Mrs. Morton, of Norris series was opened with an addition Lions to the number of 40 will be pres White quintet of Temple University football game. The game was a Mont city gunners don’t strike this -section. Kimberton, were the guests of Mr. and tired. m
town spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. of 700 new shares, making the As ent from Norristown, West Chester, down to defeat in a hectic session, gomery County League fracas.
Mrs, S. S. Tyson.
Frank Mattero, aged 19, of LansYou should have heard the wouldH. Cassel.
sociation compare most favorably j and other places? The quota needed 26-24. Before a record throng which
In the preliminary game the Col
dale, who is serving a six-month sen
Earl,
son
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
W.
for ' a charter is , about completed. packed the field cage to the walls the legeville girls lost to East Green be Lions growling and gnashing \heir Brunner was four years old on tence for robbery In Bucks county, has
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E:- Friel and with the'largest in the county.
Every opportunity Will be afforded to, Bears fought viciously to win.
ville by the score of 15'to 7. The East teeth at their get-together banquet in Thursday and the event was fittingly been denied a parole by Judge Ryan.
son spent the week end in Hazleton.
all
who
desire
to
unite
themselves
Greenville team is coached by Sara the Arcadia restaurant the other eyen-. celebrated with a dinner in the even
Smarting
under
a’
39-29
defeat
ad
Mr. and Mrs. Albert* Bowers and ANNUAL URSINUS ATHLETIC
State police are patrolling the sec
with
the
Collegeville
Lions
Club
at
Kratz,
of Collegeville, a former star ing. It was very good that the pro ing, A birthday cake with candles tion of Montgomery county in the
ministered by Temple on her horfie
Mrs. Emma' Rahn, of Trappe?- visited
prietors,
Mr.
and
Mrs,
John
Krauss,
BAZAAR A HUGE SUCCESS any time. There is every indication court several Weeks ago the Ursinus for C. H. S.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wanner and fam
formed the table centerpiece. The vicinity of Souderton,- Where 1200
Collegeville plays Amity High were experienced in handling such guests were: Mr. and Mrs. Edward chickens have been stolen from six
ily, on Sunday.
The second annual bazaar at Ur- that the new organization for unsel quintet was out for revenge. After
kind
of
animals
(their
Merry-Gofish
social
and
community
service
will
Schol
at
home
in
the
Ursinus
Field
jumping in the lead at the start of the
H, Tyson, Horace Tyson and Mr. and farms in two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Stover, Mr* H. sinUs College, Saturday evening, was
Round and Carrousel wild beasts),
Mrs, D, H. Bowers, of Limerick, and
D. Bishop, Miss Helen Bishop, Mr. a most gratifying success, The var w ax! strong; meanwhile /demonstra game the Bears held the advantage Cage on Friday afternoon a t-4 o'clock,
Charles Schieffer, a Norristown
Bumper Brqwnfiack, of Roytrsford, Miss May Kratz.
Willard * Shaddinger, Miss Edith ious booth*—-cafeteria, cake candy, ting its helpfulness to all concerned until a minute before halftime when
painter, died in the Montgomery Hos
COLLEGEVILLE BOYS
—members
of
the
Club
and
members
the score became deadlocked at 13-13Knaur and Mr. Claude Moyer, of punch—attracted many patrons, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hodge and pital from injuries received when he
Fe.G, Fl.G. FI.T. Pts ong of tbe best known and most popu
In the last half the Philadelphians Sommers, forward
lar baseball men in the Perkiomen family spent Saturday at the Zoolog fell down a flight of steps at his
Blooming Glen, were the Sunday the ladies in service performed we}l of thp community.
4
0
0
9
took'the lead and carried a lead ‘of Miller; forward* .. 0
guests of Prof, and Mrs. W. A. Geri- their duties., The chairladies were:
home on Willow street.
0 Valjey League, has been elected man ical Gardens, Philadelphia.
Q ■0
several points until the last five min .Undereoffler, forf. 2
ager of the Oaks team which proves
sler and family.
Candy, Mrs. E, §. Fretz; cake, Mrs, URSINUS GIRLS’ GLEE §LUB
2
0
6
State Dog License Enforcement Of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Carl
Weidenbaugh
and
utes when “Big” Bil} Denny’s foul
that you can’t keep a good man down children, of near Schwenksville, were ficer Feiffer reports 1600 dogs unreg
Horrockg, center .. 2
Mrs, Calvin Yost is still on the sick A. H. Hendricks; ice cream, Mrs. Geo.
X
1
5
SINGS
IN
ST.
LUKE’S
CHURCH
t6ss tied the count at 21-21. A mo Allebach, guard .. 0
Clamer; punch, Mrs. Q. Vernon Tower.
list but improving.
0
0
0 and that the Royersford cats have the guests of Mr. and Mrs. John F. istered in Carbon county and he pro
The Ursinus girls’ glee club pre ment later Shink caged a field goal Klausfelder, guard 0
0
0
0 nine lives*
poses making a crusade to secure the
Tyson on Sunday,
Miss- Violet Cruikshank, of the Dr. Clawson was faculty representa
and Hoagey a foul. Litwack made Clawson, guard . 1
sented
a
very
fine
musical
program
tive
and,
Robert
Henkels,.
student
0
X
2
registration of every canine in the
Pottstown - Homeopathic Hospital,
The
Zwinglian
Literary
Society
of
Mrs.
George
Peterman
and
children,
good
his
foul
,try
and
the
Cherry
and
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Jacob body representative. A special con in the St. Luke’s Reformed church, White team threatened to tie the
Ursinus College has selected “The of near Yellow House, have returned county. ■
tribution of $115 to Mrs, E. S. Fretz Trappe, on Tuesday evening. A large
Totals ........... . 9
3
8 21 F4ol” as their annual dramatic pro home after spending several weeks
Buckwalter.
Several milk dealers in Palmerton
score.
Shink,
who
played
a
wonderful
raised the receipts of the candy and appreciative audience^ was pres
EAST GREENVILLE
duction. It is reported that the ghat- with Mrs, Peterman’s parents, Mr. and Were* fined $10 each for adulterating
Miss Carrie Koder entertained sev booth to $185. The total receipts of ent to hea,r the musical treat. The game at center and later at forward
milk with water. The town has a
Fe.G. Fl.G. FI.T. Pts acter assigners- can’t find talerit fool Mrs, Isaac Tyson.
eral of her friends on Sunday in cele the bazaar exceeded $500.
glee club was under the direction of was equal to the occasion and as L. Erb, forward .. 4
local milk inspector.
4
9 X2 ish enough to play the star role. Let’s
bration of her birthday.
sured
victory
for
Ursinus
by
gam
er
Mr.
A.
Heyser
Detwiler
was
pleas
Miss Jeannette Douglas Hartenstine,
H. Gerhart, for. .. 1
0
0
2 hope they dpn’t cqme down to the antly surprised when his children
Stricken with heart trouble, Edward
Miss Emmalyn Markley is about
Ursinus musical director. The same ing another two-pointer.
Shultz, center . . . . 0
2
2
2 printing office and get a glimpse of gathered at his home to celebrate with F. Stoeber, of Mt. Penn, fell dead in
Coach
Kichline’s
men
playing
before
again after being confined to the I HAZEL WARNER, BOROUGH
program will be presented in the Lim
Biller, guard ___ 3
0
X
0 the writer,
him his birthday anniversary. His his bakery.
house, due to a broken ankle.
SCHOOL TEACHER, MARRIED erick church on Thursday evening, a host of alumni and friends made a Kleinback, guard ‘.. 0
0
2
0
creditable
showing
with
the
entire
wife
and the following children and
Struck by an automobile, while he
March 3 at 8 o’clock.
Mrs. A. C. McGrory attended a
. Harry Wismer the congenial, wellMiss Hazel Warner, of Pottstown,
team functioning as a unit and every
their families constituted the party: was riding a bicycle, Claude Kohl, of
luncheon and card party given by the
The
program:
known
'Collegeville
R.
D.
mail
carrier
Totals
..........
8
6
X4 22
of the fifth and sixth grades
Black Bear, sustained a broken shoul
Estudiantina—Lacone, The Harp of one playing a bang-up game. Shink
C. S. C. Club in Philadelphia on Wed teacher
always has a good story up his sleeve. Mr. and Mrs. John B, Keyser and fam der.
Referee—Young, Ursinus.
of the Collegeville public schools was
and Hoagey were tied for scoring
ily,
of
Jeffersonville;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
nesday.
Winds—-Spross,
Come
Down,
Laugh
Did he ever tell you about the woman
married (this) Wednesday afternoop
honors, each tallying seven points.
Jeannes Rojerios, missing for three
c o l l e g e v il l e GIRLS
Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Fry and daugh in Pottstown to Mr, Paul F, Dutten- ing Streamlet—Spross, Glee Club; Oh,
along his route who came dashing LeRoy Detwiler and daughters, Mr.
Temple,
conquerors
of
Princeton
on
Fe.G. FIG. FI.T. Pts out for her mail on one of those icy, and Mrs, Percy W. Mathieu and fam days from his boarding house in Pal
ter Miss Emily Fry-and Mr. Sears, hoffer, also of Pottstown, Miss War For the Wings of a Swallow—Uooke, her. home woodwork, devoted itself
ily, and Mr. Robert Detwiler, of merton, was found dead in a small
X
3
of Philadelphia, spent Sunday with ner was also drawing teacher of the Adeline Thomas; April Morn—Batten, chiefly to long shots which fell sfiort Garrett, forward .. 1
3 slippery mornings this winter. Well, Trappe,
Reiff, forward .. X
creek at the Palmerton playgrounds.
Grace
Kauffman;
Boats
of
Mine—Mil
2
4
4
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Sautter.
“Hen"
dove
down
under
the
baek
seat
Collegeville schools. Mrs. Howard
of their mark and were eagerly
Miss Helen M. Shuler attended the
0
0 for- her mail and when he came up
0
Coroner Kreider announced that the
Miss Kathryn F arrar and Mrs. J. Rushong is substituting for Mrs. Dutr ler, Snow Fldkes—-Cowen; Will o’ the snatched off the backboard by the Stqmm, center .. Q
Wisp—Spross, Glee Club; Slave1Song
0 one was no where in sight. Hen banquet' and dance of the Nurses death of Mrs. Katie Kresh,, found
Wismer, center • • Q
0
0
0. -Charles, of New Jersey, attended tenboffer,
■ ’
—Del Riegl, Geraldine -©hi; Be Stili, alert Ursinus guards. The Quaker E. Walters, s. qqn, 0
0 couldn’t account for the sudden dis Alumni Association of the Lankenau dead in her home in Edgemont, was
0
0
a luncheon on Saturday in PhilCity team did not tally a fiekK'goal in I. Walters, guqrfl ., 0
Blackbird—Sanderson,
Helen
Dealy;
0
0
0
appearance . He looked out and there Hospital, Philadelphia, at Mercantile due to acute alcoholism.
delphia.
C. H, S. DEBATERS LOSE
Under the Desert Sky, duet—Temple, the first seventeen minutes of Rlay.
were
her feet sticking out on one side Hall, Philadelphia on Monday night.
H arry W. Lauer, of Lansford, who
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Koch and
Grace Kauffman and Adeline Thomas; Three personal fouls were called
Totajs
2
3
7
The
Collegeville
High
School
de
Mr. Wayne Pearson, Miss May recently presented that town with a
7
of
the
Ford and her head on the other.
son, of Red Hill, Mrs. Ella Koch and
on
Bigley
and
Shink
before
halftime
Morning—Speaks, Blow Soft Winds—
The ice took her right under between Pearson and Mr. and Mrs. S. S. Ty $4000 aiffbulance, has made a dona
EAST GREENVILLE
Mr. and Mrs. Franl{ Huber, of Penns- bating team was defeated by the Vincent, The Three Cavaliers—-Dargo- and both were forced out of the game
North
Wales
High
team
at
North
the wheels and Hen said it was no son were the Sunday guests of Mr. tion of $100 toward the free public
Fe-G,
Fl.G,
FI.T.
Pts
early in the second half,
burg, visited Mr. and Mrs. W, D, RenWales bn Monday evening,. The local myshski, Glee Club; The Swan—Saint
small task to get her out and on her and Mrs. Morris Freed, of Royers library.
Boyer; forward ,, 3
0
0
6
ninger on Sunday.
Ursinus
Temple
ford.
debaters were: Jessie Rosenberry, Saens, Aintra’s Dance—Grieg, Octette
feet again.
Oberfloltzer, for, .. 2j
5
X
3
0
Howard Porambo, of Coaldale, died
Miss Della Garber, of Philadelphia, Linwood Cassel, Eugene Gordon and Elizabeth Cornwell, Muriel Wayman, H oagey---- forward . . . . Stgckqwski Saut, center . . . . 0
0
0
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Favinger enter from injuries sustained when struck
0
spent Sunday with Mrs. Emily Lach- alt., John Copitka, The question was Charlotte Berger, Grace Kauffman, Bigley . . . . . . forward . . . . . . ' Woojey Shujtz, side center 0
Not since the big railroad wreck 10 tained Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Spare, Sr.,
0
6
0
man.
Jepson Albitz, guard , , . . -0
years ago was Yerkes so disturbed as and Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Spare, Jr., by 'an automobile driven by Samuel
Resolved: That the forty hour week Margaret Stocker, Mildred Barth, Ad Shjnk . . . . . . . center
0
0
0
Pillus, of New Philadelphia.
Mrs, Linda Foery and Mr. Howard proposed by the American Federation eline Thomas, Geraldine Ohl; I Would Strine . , . , . guard . . . . . . . . gfiair Rapp, g u a r d ..........0
0
0
0 last week. The mysterious disappear and sOn Reeder, of Mont Clare on
Mr. and Mrs. Milton F. Leidy, of
Clark
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
gpard
Litwack
ance
of
Mrs.
Louis
Wodlfel’s
family
Orth, of Germantown, and Mr. Ervin of Labor should be adopted in Amer Weave a Song for* You—O’Hara,
Sunday.
New Hanover, celebrated their six
Field goals—Hoagey, 2; Bigley 1;
wash
caused
all
the
excitement.
‘
Mrs.
Miller, of Reading, and Miss Anna ican industry.
Elizabeth Cornwell; Advice—-Carew,
Totals , , , , , , , , 5 ■5 18 15
Mr. and Mrs. Norman H .. Bowers tieth Wedding anniversary.
Woelfel- and her sister-in-law Mrs.
Schatz, of Trappe, spent Sunday with
Gladys Burr; Will o’ the Wisp—De- Shink 3, Clark 2, Denny 1, Wooley 3,
and
dauhgter and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Jepson
2,
Litwack
2,
Stanberg
1,
Foul
Abram
Reiner
do
their
washing
and
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Schatz.
Koven, Ruth Von Steuben; Scarf
ACCIDENT ON BRIDGE i
Montg. County League Standing
ironing together at the big Reiner W. Brunner and son visited Mr. and OUT OF 13,975 COWS TESTED
Danee — i Chaminade, Greeting to goala—-Hoagey -3, Bigley 3, Shink 1,
Messrs. Henry Hunsicker and
Mrs. Clayton Saylor, of Barto, on
The front end of a large delivery Spring—Strauss, Campus Song, Glee Denny 1, Stakowski 1, Wooley 4, JepPennsburg High is upsetting the farm between Collegeville and Yerkes. Sunday.
Charles Sawa and Miss Esther Hun
THERE ARE 139 “BOARDERS”
sen
2,
Litwack
1,
It
makes
things
easier
all
around
for
dope in the Montgomery County Lea
sicker, of Philadelphia, spent Sunday truck of Snellenberg’s store, Philadel Club. Accompanists ; Helen Lucas
Mr.. Robert Moyer, of Collegeville,
phia, was caved in when it struck the and Margaret Stocker,
gue standing. Last week they stepped both housewives. To make a long
ThSrty-nine Pennsylvania associa
with Mrs. Emma Hunsicker.
PERKY “HASS” TOURNAMENT into undisputed first place by trim story short: Friday morning Abe Rei was the week end guest of Mr. and tions in January reported 13,975 cows
Miss Helen Walbert, of Allentown, bridge wall at the curve on the Perkiomen
Bridge
on
Friday.
The
driver
ming Huntingdon High while Hat ner brought Mrs. Woelfel’s wash (all Mrs. Clayton Miller and family.
tested? 2495 cows giving a half ton or
and Miss Mary Marquardt, of Potts
URSINUS MEN’S GLEE CLUB
Schwenksville , , , , , , , , 16421
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Boettger enter more milk during the month, and 2012
claimed
he
fell
asleep
at
the
wheel.
field
was beating Bridgeport. Bridge washed and ironed) along over on his
town, were the Sunday guests of Dr.
Spying
Mount
.,
.,
16371'
TOURS THE COAL REGIONS
J. L, Bechtel & Son towed in the
p ort and Huntingdon who had teen way to the Yerkes milk shipping sta tained Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kaut, and cows passing the 40-pound mark in
and Mrs. G. L. Omwake.
Collegeville . , , . , . 16221
wreck. The driver was not hurt, A
leading the league in a neck to neck tion. He put the wash basket on the Mr. and Mrs. George Slone, of Ger butterfat production. Of the 40-pound
The
.members
pf
the
Men’s
G}ee
Skippack
C, , , , 15534 ,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Hallman spent, small portion of the bridge wall was
rage
are now t}ed • for second place. front walk -.blew his horn aiid pro mantown, and Mr. and Mrs. Harry cows, 754 produced 50, or more pounds
Club, returned at noon on Saturday,
the week end at the Chalfonte-Had- demolished.
Schwenksville retained the lead in Hatfield' is in third place with Col ceeded to the milk station. After a Boettger, of Spring City, on Sunday. of fat, and 1340 cows went over the
February
20,
after
a
-most
successful
don Hall, Atlantic City.
the Perkiomen 'Valley Firemen's HasCora, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 1200-pound mark in milk production.
and pleasant three-day concert t^ip senpeffer League by nosing out legeville, North Wales and East while Mrs. Woelfel came ont to bring
J. L. Bechtel & Son purchased a MOVING PICTURES IN HEN
Greenville bringing up the tail end. the wash iiavas was her weekly habit; Horace Reed happily celebrated her During the month 139 unprofitable
in the Coal Regions. The Club gave
Spring Mount 1594 to 1508, Skippack
but no wash was there. Mrs. Woelfel third birthday anniversary at a chil cows were divorced from their herdlarge stack of auto accessories at the
DRICKS’ MEMORIAL BUILDING concerts in Hazleton, Feb. 23, ip beat ’ Collegeville 1752 to 1640 in the
Gol-Mar creditors’ sale in Philadel
promptly proceeded to locate Abe dren’s party on Saturday afternoon. mates.
Mahanoy City Feb. 24, apd in fam - other game. Two more gapigs remain MANY MUD ROADS ALMOST
phia last week, and are selling them
down a t . Landes’ store and bawl him
March 5—Paths' News, an Aesop’s aqua Feb. 25, and in each place re
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Z. Hoyer and
at big reductions. See adver., page Fable “Scrambled Eggs” and “The ceived much praise for the excellent tq be playefi.
IMPASSABLE; PIKES BAD out about forgetting the wash. Abe son spent the week end with Mr. and MINE EXPLOSION—23 DEAD
Thg
Collegeville
players
were:
“Nig
three.
declared
he
delivered
the
wash.
The
Pinch Hitter,” A comedy for base program rendered. The Mahanoy City
HOPE ABANDONED FOR 28
■The present condition of many pub argument waxed hot. Then Abe pro Mrs. Hahnan Rohrer, of Hummelsger’' Silcoti, “Dick” Hunsicker, “Ken”
ball fans. Music begins at 7,20 by
TRINITY REFORMED CHURCH Wallace Angstadt, pianist, and Nor Reeord-American referred to, the Club Nace, “Cholie” Wenhold, Ammon Lud lic roads is the cause of much com ceeded up to Woelfel’s to prove his town.
Fifty-one
coal miners are believed
as “one of the finest musical organi
plaint, and justly so. Mud, deep ruts
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Yeager, of
Services Sunday, March 6: Church man Schrack, violinist,
zations' in the state,” and especially wig, “Johnny” Fuhrman, “Jack” Gott- and at numerous points water sub argument—but lo and behold! There Royersford, spent last week with Mr. to have lost their lives as a result of
shalk, Ear] Hunsicker, “Los” Walt,
was no wash! A posse was organized
service at 10 a. m. Church in even
commended the splendid resu lts' of “Cholle’’ Vanderslice, “Bill” Zollers, merging the middle of the highways at Landis store among the post office an Mrs. Walter Tyson, Mr. and Mrs. an explosion early Tuesday morning
which entombed them in the gas-filled
ing at 7.30 with picture—“Johnny
ANNOUNCE ENGAGEMENT , Miss Hartenstine’s most capable di “Neb” Tyson, and “Bill” Ilildehidle.
subject those' who must travel them bums. Abe “fetched” hfs Beagle hound Tyson visited Mr. and Mrs. Joseph workings of the Marine colliery,
recting.
:
Ring and the Captain’s Sword." Bible
Mr. and Mrs. James Q, Myers, of
The -Collegeville - Skippack game to much delay and.discomfort. It is and the wash hunt was on. A witness Gray, of Philadelphia, on Saturday. Wales, British Isles.
School at 9,00 a. m, Lesson—-‘‘Shar near Phoenixville, announce the en
proved
to be quite a spirited affair. reported that the supervisors of a to the crime was located. A farmer . Miss Martha Tyson spent several
The toll of known dead early* this
ing Good News.’’ Acts 8:4-8; 2 Cor** gagement -of their dauhgter JMary FORECLOSURE PROCEEDINGS
Sheriff
•
BJ1J Fox of Skippack got nearby township are to be subjected on his way to the milk station saw the days w ith, her sister, Mrs. Elmer afternoon was 23, while-hope had been
inthians 5:14-20. Cathechetical class Geiger to Mr. Frank A- Detwiler, son
AGAINST WATER COMPANY “sore” when Cholie Vanderslice and to legal action, because of the condi Pottstown Sanitary Damp Wash Bechtel, of Mingo.
abandoned of rescuing 28 others who
meets during Bible School. Chris of Mr. and Mrs. Jacob Detwiler, of
tion of some of the roads under their Laundry truck stop and pick up the
Mi^ and Mrs. Elmer E. J. Burns en- were trapped in a section a mile and
The Sheriff has served a notice on Chojie Wenhold happened to hit into supervision.
tian Endeavor meets a t 6.30,
Port Indian,
wash. The Laundry was next located tertamed Mr. and Mrs. Davis Wright, a half from th.e main shaft.
the Schwenksville Water Company each other's hands on several bids. He
Mission‘Band on Monday afternoon
Many of the .State roads and main and- in due time the wash came back of Stonehurst, over the week end.
declared
the
Cholies
were
using
“sig
At the time of the explosion there
which
is
a
part
of
the
routine
of
the
at 3.30.
pikes are also in a deplorable condi
Mr. and Mrs. J. G. Thomas and were 135 men in the mines. Rescue
The Woman’s ‘Missionary Society LENT OBSERVED AT ST. JAMES' foreclosure procedure by the bond nals” and threatened to use his of tion. The open winter with much washed and ironed the second time.
ficial position as Montgomery county
squads fought grimly thru the long
will hold its annual entertainment on
The observance of Lent will begin holders. It is rumored that, the same Sheriff .to sling the hand-cuffs mi the rain, thaws and frosts made the 1926Mb. Walter Kramer, vice-pres family, of Ambler, were the week end morning hours to reach their com
action
will
be
taken
against
the
Lower
guests
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
I,
K.
HauseThursday evening March 10 at 8 at St. James’ church, Evansburg, with
ident and “officer of the night” of the
“cheaters." • He was finally calmed 27 winter very hard* on the roads.
rades and more than 80 men were
o’clock in the Hendricks Memorial the celebration of the Holy Commun Frederick Cothpany,
local Engineer’s Club, Fifth and Main
and
the.
game’
proceeded;
but
under
brought
to the surface alive.
building. Program will consist of a ion in the chapel at 10,30 a. m„ Wed
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ott and fam
streets, after years of effort .finally
MEETING OF LUTHERAN
careful lookout for more signals. The
The
task-of
rescuers was most diffi
•sketch',' reading and music given by nesday, Ash Wednesday. The week PRISONERS TO DO ROAJD WORK
managed.to get his name in the news ily, of Phoenixville, visited Mr. and cult because of poisonous gases and
game wound up with Collegeiville' chal
•
CHURCH COUNCILS
students of Ursinus College.
Mrs.
Ralph
Hodge
and
family
on
Sun
day Lenten services will- he held in
papers. Yes, Walt Khs been drawn
Itd s stated by Controller Irvin that lenging Skip'pJtck to an extra game,
many who descended into the mine
the chapel every Friday night at 8 prison labor in repairing Montgomery the losers to buy' a box of cigars.
A meeting n f Lutheran Church fob Jury service a t the April term of day.
were overcome and taken to hospitals.
o’clock, Mondays there will be a spec county roads will be in evidence in a Both teams have won two and. lost Councils will be held in Grace church, criminal court. Walt is a scrub'on
HEAR YE! HEAR YE!
The Home and School League will The gas became so bad at noon that
ial service for children in the chapel few weeks. Only township applica two in their 'allotted four League Royersford, on Thursday evening, the checker*team, a hard hitting out meet in the public school building
rescue work had to be abandoned to
On Thursday and Friday, March from 12,25 to 12,45, noon, The Rec
March 10, a t eight o’clock. The pas fielder, plays a mean hand of pinochle- Tuesday evening, March .8, at 7.45 permit ventilation of the mine.
3 and 4, will Be presented a play™ tor will use colored lantern slides at tions for- the labor of prisoners will games. ■,
o’clock"
at
which
time
the
subject
of
and
is
a
handy
man
to
have
around
tors
and
church
councils
of
the
fo
l
“The Hidden Guest*’-—b y , the Junior these meetings illustrating manners be received, According to state laws,
lowing congregations will participate: the house: He will be a great help discussion will be the playground. MOTHER SAW TWO CHILDREN
FOUR BURNED—20 RESCUED
class, of Collegeville High School. and customs and scenes in foreign each prisoner employed will receive
Don’t miss it. Mystery—darkness—> lands. Next Sunday, the first Sunday 25 cents a day. To this labor cost
Scranton,' Pa,, March 1—Four per Grace, Royersford; Lutheran, Spring to Judge Williams and Judge Knight. Election of officers will also be held.
PERISH IN FIRE
Printed, by request of the sad and
Miss Betty Ewing, of Philadelphia,
a shout—a scuffle—a shot! Comedy in Lent, there will be a children’s ser must be added the cost,of transporta sons were severely burned and 20 City; Zion, East Pikeland; St. John’s,
bereaved
Engineers’
Club,
Phoenixville;
Christ,
Niantic;
St.
tion,
guards
and
other
expenses.
was
the
week
end
guest
of
Miss
Ger
—one long continuous chuckle! Plots vice in the ch3rch at 10 a. m. and
A mother watched two of her four
others either leaped from' windows or
small children burn to death Thurs
—intriguing and delightful. Five dol
were rescued by firemen when three Paul’s, Sassamansville; Trinity, Bech •Manager Jawn Bortz, the long, lean aldine Ohl.
the
celebration
of
the
Holy
CommonBLA'CK
R0CK
BRIDGE
CONTRACT
tels
ville;
St.
Luke’s
Gilbertsville;
St.
lars’ worth for sixty cents. Come one! ion with sermon b y . the Rector, at
Mr. and Mrs. Carl M. Detwiler and day morning as she stood helpless in
houses in Dickson City were de
.
,
Peter’s, - West Pikeland; Centennial, tactician, took his Collegeville Out
Come all! '
10.45 a. m
The contract for the intercounty stroyed by fire shortly after 2 o’clock' Kirpberton'; Augustus, Trappe. The law baseball team south to Yerkes daughter, of Easton, spent the week front of a flaming bungalow in a re
■ ,■
bridge at Black Rock was let Mon- this ‘morning.
Island on the annual.spring training .end with Mr. and Mrs? M. N. Alle mote section of Southampton township
“A PERPLEXING SITUATION”
near Trevose, Bucks county. Mrs.
Crying of 3-year-old Felix Rogalski object of the meeting is to present An trip on the 7.09 yesterday morning. bach and family.
STORM CAUSED LOSS OF
day morning to R. and F. A. Wadman,
educational program in- order to
Mary Garvin left home to call a t a
awoke
his
father,
who
discovered
■
fils
of
Dallastown,
York
county,
who
subMr.
and
Mrs.
Howard
Beyer,
of
Wil
He
is
very
pessimistic
about
making
The Missionary Society of Trinity
aruge.a grpatei* interest-in the work
neighbor’s
house, leaving at home her
home
in
flames.
Eogalski
led
his
wife
$500,000
TO
TELEPHONE
CO.
|
mitted
a
bid
of
$132,420.
The
bids
low
Grove,
visited
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Guy
Reformed church will hold their an
of the,church, The meeting is called predictions for the coming season
four children, aged. 5, 3, 2, and 8 mos.
The recent sleet storm caused Iwere op'ened a t a joint hearing of the and six children opt thru windows, at the request of the Ways and Means but thinks not a game should be lost. Johnson on Monday.
nual entertainment on Thursday
Commissioners of Chester^apd but his 16-ygar-oid son, Leo, was be Committee of the Norristown Con Interviewed on the hold-outs he stated
evening, Mareh 10, a t . 8 o’clock in $500,000 worth of damage to the Bell |
Miss Susan Custer, of Norristown, She returned to find the dwelling a
Hendricks Memorial building. The Telephone Company’s system 'in South Montgomery coupties, field at ^ e s t wildered by smoke and burned on the ference of the Ministerium of ■.Penn the club had paid so- much to get and Mr. and Mrs. .Harry Harley, vis-< mass of flames. The 8 months old
child was rescued by a neighbor. The
Nigger Bill from the Jeffersonville ited Miss Clara Miller on Sunday.
program, which will be giveh entirely Jersey, Delaware and towns in Penn Chester. There were a number qf face and hands before rescued,
sylvania, ■ ’
oldest child escaped and the other two
J^hn
Demseky,
occupying
the
sec
other
and
higher
bids*
Dirty
Sox,
and
Dave
Heany
from
the
by the students of Ursinus College, sylvania within 50 miles of Philadel
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Rommel spent were burned. The woman’s husband
ond
floor
of
tfle
Rogalski
home*
saved
will consist of # humoroqs sketch en phia,-according to figures gia{|e pub
TURKEY’S PECULIAR APPETITE Trappe Shrimps th at no big salaries the week end with Mr. and Mrs. Wil was at work in Philadelphia and did
could be met. Jawn expects to recall liam Rommel, of Philadelphia.
CYCLIST FOUND UNCONSCIOUS his wife and four children by tying
titled “A Perplexing Situatiqq,” read- lic recently by the company.
Several days ago Harry Koehler, of
not return home until in the afternoon.
lags and musical numbers. Ice cream
The storm put 2Q,581 telephones put 'Roy Dengler, aged 21, of Stowe, bed sheets around ,them and lowering Lebanon, Pa„ noticed his three tu r the Sterner brothers who were farmed
Miss
Annie
Shenkel,
of
Collegeville,
them
to
the
street,
He
was
overcome
out to Skippack in the Perky league
and ,cake will be so}d after the enter of commission and threw 1090 tolf was fqund unconscious op the William
keys he had in a pen were engaged
visited Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Keller on
But ‘she has no brains,” declared his
tainment. A good attendance will trunks opt "of service- It alsq tore Penn highway gfiove Pottstown, payly by smoke in going after his baby and in fighting find upset a box contain last year and thinks they should Sunday.
both
were
burned
on
their
beads
and
dad,
who didn't think much of his
make
good
after
they
get
out
of
Skipshow your appreciation of the cquirt- down 1956 poles and cyt pff 40 offices Tuesday morning, with a fractured
ing old hardware. A few days later pack’s losing habit. Jawn admits he
Mrs. S. S. Tyson with Mrs. Ernest prospective daughter-in-law., “Brains ?
esy of the students in giving their from communication with the outside skull and other injuries th at may faces.
he killed one of them and upon his
Heebner, of Worcester, and Mrs. John Brains?” exclaimed his son. “Say,
time to help the members of (he Mis World. The surprisingly prompt vyork cause his death. . He is in a serious
Of 7763 persbns who took examin wife cleaning it discovered the fol was pretty rotten last year but he Bean and Mrs. J. J. Hartman, of Fair-' dad, a girl as pretty and sweet as
will
again
try
.to
cover
first
(with
hi*
sionary' society. Admission, 25 cents. of the Company in restoring telephone condition at the Pottstown Hospital. ations for drivers’ licenses in January lowing in its craw: 32 one-inch bolts,
view Village, spent Monday in Potts Mabel needs brains just as much as ‘
service wgs the source of much satis It is believed that he was thrown 1422 failed to pass the tests, the De a one half inch nut, 3 nails an inch feet) and be a playing manager.
you do a flock of elephants.”—Cin
town.
Subscribe for The Independent.
faction to patron*.
from his- motorcycle when it skidded. partment of Highways announced.
and a half long and four iron washers. This (?! ?) continued on Page Four
cinnati Enquirer.
(Continued on page 4)

„

COURT OF MONTGOMERY
COUNTY, PA.
NOTICE OF FILING AND AUDIT OF
ACCOUNTS
Boys who have grown into success
Notice is hereby given to heirs, legatees,
and all parties in interest that '
ful men will, as a rule, say that the creditors
accounts in the following estates have
greatest asset and blessing they en been filed in the office of the Register of
or Clerk of the Orphans’ Court, as
joyed was the exactions of poverty, Wills
the case may be, on the dates below stated
RAHNS,
the struggles they had to make and that the same will be presented to the
COLLEGEVILLE, MONTGOMERY COUNTY, PA.
Court of said county, on Monday,
through which they kept their appe Orphans’
Try Bean’s Special Coffee 45c lb
Fancy Loose Whole Grain
March 7, 1927, at 10 o’clock A. M. (stand
tites In check, in keeping with their ard time), for confirmation at which time
Good Quality Unbleached
Rice
.................
.
3
lbs
25®
Honorable William F. Solly, President
earnings; that frugality was necessary the
Muslin, 1 yd. w id e ---- 10c yd.
Judge of said Court, will sit in Court
E. S. MOSER, Editor and Proprietor.
Seedless
Raisins
2
pkgs
for
25c
because they had to make ends meet, Room No. 3, in the Court House, to audit
hear exceptions to same and j
Special on cakes asst. 20c a lb. 4 rolls Japanette Toilet
had to pay for their, keep and could accounts,
make distribution of the balances ascer
Paper, large rolls, for 25c
only have what they were able to buy tained to be in the hands of said account
Serves Yellow Laundry Soap
T h u r s d a y ,
M a r c h 3 ,
I& Z 7 .
after contributing to their families or ants.
7 pieces for 25c Swans Down Cake Flour .. 25c
relatives. They will say that the self- FREDERICK—Jan. 10.—Royersford Trust
Try a pkg of Edgemont Crackers. Small Dried Lima Beans 3 lbs 25c
Co., Admr. of Orlando W. Frederick,
denials they made for others were the
Good Grade Crushed Com 10c can
late of Royersford.
Pot-Pie and Sea-shell Macaroni
most valuable lessons on the road to PETERS—Jan. 14.—Harriet L. Peters,
T H E PLACING OF GUILT.
Special ..................... 2 for 25c Black & Mixed Jelly Eggs 20c lb
Admrx.
of
Karl
R.
.Peters,
late
of
success, and that the practices forced
We are headquarters for Good,
Lower Merion.
Men’s Heavy Blue Demin
Those responsible for the terrorization of a community are upon them by necessity lasted through MASSEY—Jan. 14 — Susie Thompson,
Sweet Florida Oranges.
Overalls, Special .......... $1.35
Admrx.
of
Emma
M.
Massey,
late
of
business careers and made suc
Royersford.
also responsible for the perpetration of any crimes, fatalities, or their
cess possible. It is hard for the boy STACKHOUSE—Jan. 15—Lewis S. Stackhouse, Exec, of Anna S, Stackhouse,
physical injuries, primarily caused by a reign of terror, such as who earns a dollar a week to give
late of Upper Moreland.
part
of
it
for
his
keep—but
there
is
BALDWIN—Jan.
20 — Florence Deen
existed in Lower Merion township when Francis X. Roy, a police
Schwartz, gdn. of Berry O, Baldwin.
more in it than the mere contribu DIXON—Jan.
nia
WORN HEELS
24.—Clayton
Gilbert Dixon,
man of that township, was fatally shot by Moses V. Rogers. tions of the money. The boy is learn
Admr. c. t. a. of Helen Ehret Dixon,
late
of
Jenkintown.
and
R o g e r s was tried before Judge Williams in court at Norristown, ing—learning everything worth while. BRADSHAW—Jan. 24—Nora A. Brad
SPRING MILLINERY
Poor is the boy who is denied this
shaw, Admrx. of Julia Bradshaw,
WARPED VISION
last week. A. H. Hendricks, of Collegeville, counsel for the de part of his education, it matters not
late of Norristown.
OPENING
JACK—Jan. 25—Montgomery Trust Co,,
fendant. “Guilty of manslaughter” was the verdict of the jury. how great his money riches.—Macon
When your shoe heels are worn
Gdn, of Roland Arthur’ Jack.
BROADES—Jan. 26—John R. Broades, et
Some Millinery Features of
B down at the sides your ankles must
Preliminary to the imposition of the sentence of from three to six (Ga.) Telegraph.
al, Exrs. o i George R. Broades, late
the moment
“turn” at every step.
of Norristown.
years’ imprisonment in the county jail, Judge Williams declared :
JOHNSTON—Jan. 29—John C. Johnston,
New shoes with level heels correct
50-Pattem, Flower Trimmed
et al, exrs. of William Johnston, late
Fool Friends Scored
this, yet at first feel clumsy. But af
of Abington.
Hats
special
@
$15,
worth
$20
J
“I wish to have placed on the record, that if ever
29—Montgomery Trust
by Great Naturalist JENKINS—Jan.
ter a few days with the square heels,
Co., Admrx. c. t. a. of Edward W.
there was a fit case, in due time, to be presented to the
Plenty of Popular Priced Hats | | you have no use for the others.
Luther Burbank preferred his gar
Jenkins, late of Norristown.
31—George F. Snyder,
Newest Trims and Colors
Board of Pardons for action, this is one. I have every
den experiments to business ventures, SNYDER—Jan.
admr. of Bertha E. Snyder, late of
Astigmatic Eyes
sympathy with this defendant. It was rather a cheap
Abington.
but the activities of his friends suc
j | Sport and Dress Hats $5 to $10 H
Like
badly
shod feet are constantly
LOOS—Feb.
1—Paul
R.
Loos,
et
al.,
exrs.
ceeded in embroiling him in business
brand of patriotism for these men calling themselves ioo
of Augustus J. Loos, late of Narberth.
strained.
Certain
muscles must for
relations with various people for more FOW—Feb. 2—Fidelity-Philadelphia Trust
per cent. Americans to select the evening of July 3 to in
ever pull to prevent distorted sight.
Co., Ex. of Jennie R. Fow, late of
than twenty years. His business ven
Jenkintown.
timidate and terrorize a portion of the citizens of this com
tures not only turned out badly, but MATHIAS—Feb. 2—Howard Mathias, et
Suitable Glasses
al, Exrs. of Mahlon M. Mathias, late
monwealth because of no fault of theirs but because of
they, took considerable time from his
Curren Arcade
of Douglas.
Make
this
unnecessary, but'the eyean accident of color, race, or religious belief. Itnaay be
creative work.
CRESSMAN—Feb. 3—Harvey S. Cressmuscles keep tugging for a while
man, et al, Exrs. of Reuben H , CressN orristow n, P a.
“I do n.fit believe any of the men
well that in the sight of a higher Judge and before a
man, late of Lower Salford.
from force of habit,, thus causing the
who tried to exploit or subsidize me IRWIN—Feb. 3.—M. M. Gibson, Ex. of
• higher Tribunal than the one which sits here to-day,
very distortion they formerly pre-,
Elizabeth
Irwin,
late
of
Upper
Merion,
or ray work had base motives,” he
4—E. C, Espenship,
vented. But the muscles soon relax
judgment as to the real murderer of poor Francis X. Roy
wrote in the Saturday Evening Post. ESPENSHIP—Feb.
Admr. of RusSell C. Espenship, late
and perfect vision is restored. The
will be placed upon the men who set in motion the train
of Upper Gwynedd.
"On the contrary, most of them were
KLINE—Feb.
4—Newton
Kline,
Ex.
of
strain, too, is gone and you see nat
actuated by a desire to increase my
of causes which led to the tragic consequences
Emma Kline, late of Pottstown.
urally and comfortably.
FARLEY—Feb. 4—Jesse R. Evans, A. dmr.
usefulness
and
to
widen
the
scope
of
Y EB K ES, PA .
which ensued.”
of Laura Farley, late of Norristown.
For correctly fitted glasses go to ,
my experiments and to broadcast the SMALE—Feb.
4—John N. Smale, Ex. of
B U T C H E R A N D D E A L E R IN
K.
Agnes
Smale,
late
of
Pottstown.
;
results
over
a
greater
area.
It appeared in evidence that a “fiery cross” exhibition
4—The Pennsylvania Co,
would rather have five energetic KLEMM—Feb.
Fresh and Sm oked M eats
for Ins. on Lives, etc., Ex; of Maria
of terror near a negro settlement in Lower Merion, greatly aroused and“I competent
enemies than one fool
James Klemm Or Maria E. Klemm,
Optometrists and Opticians
late of Lower Merion.
P ork in S eason
the fears of the negroes, Rogers being one of them. The whole friend; now and again my friends FARREN—Feb.
4—Mary E. Farren, Ex.
725 CHESTNUT STREET
led me astray, and it has cost
of Joseph H. Farren, late of Springrecord of his previous life .showed that he had been an industrious, have
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
field.
me a lot of money, a world of trouble
— Feb. 4 — Norristown Visits Collegeville, Trappe and vi Both Phones.
sober, and kindly disposed person. But the excitement caused by and a multitude of worries before I RODENBAUGH
Trust Co., Gdn. of William- Francis
cinity every Wednesday and Satur
Rodenbaugh.
the fiery cross and the influence of the rash sentiments he had got back on the main track again.”
day. Evansburg, Tuesdays and
SCHOENLY—Feb. 4—Penn Trust Co.,
Motorist: “My. car’s stalled a little
Gdn, of Glenna N. Schoenly.
Fridays.
heard expressed against the colored race, caused him to aim a pistol
way down the road, Mr. Farmer. One
FISH—Feb. 4—Norristown Trust- Co., Gdn.
“Ghost Moneyn
of Ira Fish.
of the parts went bad on me. Sup
in the direction of what appeared to be an impending foe. Judge
4—David F. Keely, Ex. of
“Money” and other articles ma,de KEELY—Feb.
‘Did your husband—er—die a nat pose you haven’t a spare spark plug?”
Elizabeth Keely, late of Whitemarsh.
Williams deserves hearty commendation for the just and fearless out of tinfoil, and intended- for the SHAPLEY—Feb. 5—Henry J. Davis, Jr., ural death?” “Oh, yes; % was run Farmer: “Spark plug? Nope. I
Ex; of Annie McCord Shapley, late of
over by a motorcar!”—The Humorist. hain’t got a hoss on the place.”statements he made prior to passing sentence upon Moses V. special use of departed spirits, pro
Lower Merion.
vides the town of Shaoching, China, KREAMER—Feb. 5—Fidelity-Philadelphia
Trust
Co.,
Ex.
of
Charles
E.
Kreamer,
Rogers, prisoner at the bar of justice.
with a curious and profitable indus
late of Narberth.
EAGLES—Feb.-5—Jesse R. Evans, Admr.
try.
of Herbert Eagle, late of Pottstown.
All day long the din of thousands KOCH—Feb.
5 — Louise Sayre Koch,
Admrx. of Andrew P. Koch, late of
of hammers pounding on anvils can
A PRESID EN TIA L DUTY FEARLESSLY PERFORMED.
Cheltenham.
be heard, and the production of these GILINGER—Feb.
5—H arry P. Gilinger et
symbols
for
departed
spirits
is
said
al, exrs. of Sylvester, Gilinger, late of
An ever dangerous revolutionary-begetting foe of our American to bring in. £8,000,000 a year.
Whitemarsh.
NAGLE now Hildman—Feb. 5—First Na
system of government is class legislation—laws intended to grant
The symbolic money is. made by
f t
tional Bank of Ambler, Pa., Gdn. of
Margaret A, Nagle, .now Hildman.
hand,
the
tin
being
hammered
out
on
special favors to special interests, no matter how great the conse
POLEY—Feb. 5—H. Willard Poley, Ex. of
anvils until a surprising thinness Is
Sallie Poley, late of Trappe.
quent burdens imposed 'upon a very large proportion of the obtained. Although the “money” Is RITTER—Feb.
6—Ellwood Ritter et al,
surv. exrs. of George W. Ritter, late
governed. All such lawmaking is entirely wrong in principle. Intended for the use of the dead,
of Norristown.
there is considerable traffic in the WALN—Feb. 5—Edith L. W. Baird et al,
extrcs. of Ldyie Lewis Wain, late of
Any governmental procedure which in effect undertakes to regu ashes
of the fires burnt at the tombs
Lower Merion.
be p leased w ith every feature o f ASCO Service. T est it
6—Norristown-Penn Trust
late the supply and demand of the necessary commodities of every where <the ‘’money” Is placed. The TAYLOR—Feb.
Co.,
Ex.
of
Leonard
Taylor,
late
of
to
d a y in your n e a r e st ASCO S tore. Shop w ith Certainty
is extracted from -the ashes -and
Limerick.
day human existence, must sooner or later inflict great injustice tin
used again to. make more “money.”— MAJOR—Feb. 5—J. Warren Anderson,
and S a tisfa ctio n .
Ex. of Irvin R. Major, late of Limupon consumers.
London Tit-Bits.
TROYARD — Feb. 5—Montgomery Trust
Where Quality Counts Your Money Goes Furthest!
In his veto of the McNary-Haugen Farm Relief bill President
Co., Gdn. of Helena M. Troyard.
TRACY—Jan. 17—The Penna Co. of Ins.
Sugar
Cane
in
America
Coolidge has acted wisely and courageously—courageously because
on Lives etc., Trustee under will of
Sugar cane was introduced into the
Eliashib Tracy, dec’d., by appointment
Rich
of a strong sentiment in a number of Western (Republican) States, New world shortly after its discovery,
of O. C.
lb
FORSYTH—Jan. 27—Fidelity-Philadelphia
Creamy
Trust Co., et al, trustees u-w of
in favor of an unjustifiable measure. The President logically and and it is recorded that In 1518 many
Charles
S.
Forsyth.
_
mills were. in operation on the HEINS—Jan. 29—Montgomery Trust Co.,
Has just the “Snap” you’ll like. Regularly 33c pound
rightly objects to government price-fixing, and to the attempted sugar
Island of Santo Domingo. It was not
Trustee for Samuel H. Heins u-w of
Elizabeth Heins, by- appointment of
setting aside of the law of supply and demand. He regards the until 1751, however, that the plant wa*
3 cans
O. C.
81—G. Howard Bright et
whole theory of the measure as a radical experiment which, with grown, in continental America, as a re BRIGHT—Jan.
65c
al,
surv.
Test!
Trustees
u-w
of
Joseph
sult of the Importation of cuttings by
C. Bright.
out permanently benefiting the agricultural interests, would be Jesuits in Louisiana. From that time BROWN—Feb.
4—Norristown Trust Co
Trustee for Esther A. B. Snedecker,
likely to place a serious burden upon the Government. Once the it was cultivated in a desultory man
u-w
of
Esther
Ann Brown, late of
Wrapped
ner until the end of the Eighteenth
Lower Gywnedd.
Pan
government engages in price fixing for farm products, it will be century, when the failure of indigo DAVIS—Feb.
4—Norristown Trust Co.,
Loaf
Trustee u-w of Mary H. Davis, late of
Loaf
obliged, in a fair play sense, to fix the prices to be paid for all com and other crops forced the Louisiana
Norristown, appointed by O. C. for
to turn their attention to the
Alice Davis.
_
Big Brown, crusted loaves like Mother used1to make.
modities, and that would be the disastrous limit of governmental planters
5—The Land Title &
manufacture of sugar as a source of WILLIAMS—Feb,
Trust Co., Trustee of Est. of Albert
paternalism. The raising and disposition of farm crops, is a prob revenue. Establishment of the Amer
B. Williams, deceased.
F ancy California
5—Archibald M, Mcprea,
sugar cane industry may be said McCREA—Feb.
surv. test. Trustee u-w of James Mclem that the farmers themselves must solve by means of efficient ican
to date from 1795, when the first, suc
Crea, late of Lower Merion.
and faithful co-operation which approximately would determine the cessful mill began operations on a KRAUSE—Feb. 5 — Montgomery Trust
Cb., trustee of real'est. of Benjamin
OB Krause, late of Limerick.
Requires very little soaking and1cooks very tender.
limitation of crops to such an extent as to insure a fair return plantation about six miles from New JARRETT—Feb.
5—First National Bank
of Ambler, Trustee to make sale of
upon farm capital and labor. Over-production of crops, just the Orleans.
real estate under will of Bertha M.
T a sty F oods for th e Lenten S ea so n !
Jarrett, late of Philadelphia.
same as over-production of manufacturing commodities, results in
Odd Butterfly
ROBERT C. MILLER,
Marshall’s Herring . . . can 27c Hom-de-Lite Mayonnaise .. 23c
Register of?Wills and Ex-Officio Clerk
Perhaps one of the most remarkable
unprofitable returns.
of Orphans' Court.
instances of camouflage is that of the
can 15c Fancy Tuna F i s h ..........can 20c

t h e

in d e p e n d e n t

Success Credited to
Exactions of Poverty

‘

H O R A C E T. BEAN
G e n e r a l M e r c h a n d is e

PUBLISH ED EVEKY THURSDAY.

Take Advantage
of This OFFER
MAIL US YOUR ORDER NOW
And Have a M ost Beautiful

GARDEN OF EVERBLOOMING ROSES
Everbloom ing Hybrid Tea Roses

3 FO R SI.OO
Full 2 year old plants. Absolutely Guaranteed. Each Plant
Wrapped. Guaranteed to Grow. We will ship them to you at the
Proper Planting Time.
Mark your selection here and Mail us this Advertisement
at once.
Columbia—Glowing Pink
Etoile De France—Vivid Crimson
Golden Ophelia—Creamy Gold
Kaiserine—Lemon White
Killarney—Vivid Red
Mrs. Aaron Ward—Golden Buff
Sensation—Dark Red

Maude A. Tucker

Wm. Dreer—Pinkish Yellow
Sunburst—Grange and Cream
Templer—Bright Crimson
White Killarney—Snow White
Premier—Rose Pink

IRVIN L. FAUST

SPECIAL PRICE FOR 10 DAYS ONLY

HAUSSMANN & CO.

M

E - m

r

3 for $1.00 or $3.75 per Dozen
Ship the Roses Selected Above to
NAME ........................................ ............ .......................
ADDRESS

........ ..................... . . . , .............

TOWN ........................................ COUNTY .............................
Ship C. O. D. to you in time1for Planting

Warner’s Department Store
NORRISTOWN, PA.

IN

S T O R E S CO

Orders Received for Roses with this Coupon only.

F itm w n
F in

You W ill

P O L E Y ’S

29c

Cheese

General Store &Neal Market

Horse Shoe Red Salmon 123c:

/inI Bread Big

Victor
Bread

D ried L im a B ean s

HOW GRACIOUS!
Indicative of a gracious and altogether merited recog
nition, as well as of appreciation, of the memory of a departed
member of the newspaper craft of Montgomery county, was the
impulse which prompted Walter S. Sanborn, editor and chief pilot of
the North Penn Reporter, to place under the title at the top of the
Reporter’s editorial column : “Bstablished by Frederick Wagoner
in 1870.” Fine ! Mr. Wagoner was a pioneer in newspaper work
in the Lansdale region of the North Penn Valley. He was a
capable printer and a loyal friend. Therefore, how fatting it is that
his name should publicly and continuously be associated with the
modern newspaper developed from the old Lansdale Reporter
established by Frederick Wagoner in 1870. Having wrought so
well, sentimentally, Brother Sanborn will none the less ably per
form his practical newspaporial duties of the present and future.
He knows how.

“Green Hairstreak” butterfly. The
upper surface of the wings are black
ish-brown; the undersides an Intensely
vivid leaf-green.
A butterfly invariably folds the
wings close upwards when resting.
Consequently the green hairstreak,
conspicuous enough among the hedges,
has only to alight upon a green leaf
for his green undersurface to render
him instantly invisible.—Nature Mag
azine. .

An old mining prospector was being
solaced on his sick-bed by a clergyman,
who told him of the Heavenly Jerusa
lem, “the streets of which are paved
with gold.” “Excuse me, parson,” in
terrupted the dying man, “are you
quoting from the prospectus or from
the battery report?”—Public,Opinion
(London).
Subscribe for The Independent.

From the Baltimore Evening Sun-

COM PAR ATI V E MORALITY.
Morality is a matter of geography, but people usually accept
that axiom as having reference to climate. Sometimes, however,
it seems that regions identical as regards soil and climate may be
sharply dissimilar in point of morals.
For instance, we have it on the authority of the Governor of
South Carolina that hereafter there will be a legal penalty for
playing golf on Sunday in that Commonwealth. At the same time,
recent history reveals that there is no legal penalty inflicted upon
those who lynch Negroes in South Carolina, at least if they are
lynched on a week day.
Only an imaginary line separates South Carolina from North
Carolina. Climatically, they are pretty much the same, and the
same racial stocks inhabit both States. Yet in North Carolina you
can play golf on Sunday as much as you like, but you cannot
lynch Negroes on any day whatsoever. There is not only a penalty
for lynching Negroes, but it is a severe one and is commonly in
flicted ruthlessly.
Why one State should reverse the moral code of the other we
leave it to sociologists to puzzle out. But people who are annoyed
by having the streets all littered up with corpses ought not to find
it difficult decide which State is the better place of residence.

15c'
10c
14c
37c
39c
25c

GROCERIES, FRUITS, VEGETABLES

2 ». 15c

DRY GOODS AND NOTIONS
Y E A G L E a n d POLEY

ASCO Wet S h rim p ___can 20c
ASCO Tomato Soup.. 2 cans 15c
ASCO N oodles..........pkg 5c, 9c
Smoked Tag Bloaters 2 for 25c
California Sardines .. 2 cans 25c
Heinz Spaghetti . . . . 3 cans 25c

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

5th Ave. and Main S treet

.. 3 cans 25c

Franco-American Cooked Spaghetti

12 »
bag
The ideal family flour for Bread and Pastry.

(Solb S ea l Flour

59c

ASCO

8 c Ivory

H ecker’s

BUCKWHEAT
3 pkgs 25c

SOAP
4 cakes, 25c

BUCKWHEAT
2 pkgs 25c

■ in m

iw n o w m

|

-SI R A D I O &

5

FRESHMAN,

m o B y im m iM

ATWATER KENT,
RECEIVERS

iu m H w m ^

SHENANDOAH

I
1

5
E conom y and S a tisfa ctio n in every Bean— Econom y b ecau se
o f extra stren gth and body; S a tisfa ctio n b eca u se o f its
d istin ctive ch aracter and flavor. W hy p ay 45 c
or 5 0 c elsew h ere for coffee n ot a s good.

QLJU
Beautiful Chevrolet.
imfiuerokt JfUkn/

T H E DEPRAVITY OF IGNORANCE.
A Denver (Colorado) mob severely flogged a Denver University
student because he is the head of a Thinkers’ Association and for
the further reason that he was arranging for a public debate be
tween Judge Lindsey and the Rev. D. Burris A. Jenkins of Kansas
City on the question pf “How marriage can be improved.” Civili
zation in Denver must be retrogressing, or there could hardly have
been such an exhibition of the degeneracy of ignorance.

Imported Sardines . . .
ASCO Tomato Catsup . hot
ASCO Threaded Codfish pkg
Beardsley’s Codfish . . . . pkg
Baker’s Lobster .......... can
Japanese Crab Meat .. can
Prim Whole Rice . 3 pkgs

QUALITY STEER BEEF, PORK, VEAL and LAMB

9c

' " I Supreme

A SC O C o ffe e

The C O A C H

„Morefor Ijour^Moneti

ASCO TEAS

than tfou everthoughtpossible]

ASCO TEAS

Already the Most Beautiful Chevrolet is scoring the greatest
success in Chevrolet historyl And why? Because no other
car of equally low price ever supplied so completely all the
attractions and advantages of a high-priced automobile.
H ere truly is more for your money than you ever thought
possible—more than even Chevrolet could offer, were it
not for the economies of tremendous volume production.
Come in —see the Most Beautiful Chevrolet. Learn what
makes it the greatest value trium ph in automobile history.

<at these a m a zin g low prices
The Coupe
The Sedan

*525
*625
*695

The Sport
Cabriolet
The Landau

$1-7-1
£

C

1-Ton Truck $ /4 Q C
(Chassis only)

*745 '£=.TSSi *395

TRAPPE, PA.

QUALITYAT LOWCOST

55c

Finest ingredients.

Sweet Sugar Com .. 3 cans 25c
Tender P e a s ............. 3 cans 25c
Ripe T om atoes..........3 cans 25c
ASCO Sugar C o m ..........can 15c
ASCO Calif. Peaches big can 23c

Now

Were

$ 1 .5 0

$ 2.00

A tw ater Kent Model K S p e a k e r .............$ 1 0 .0 0
A tlas S peakers ............................... ..

$ 5 .0 0

Big
bot
Very Tasty.

22c

Sound Yellow Onions . . . . lb 4c
Juicy Grapefmit . . . . 3 for 25c
Choice Apples .......... 3 lbs 12c
Calif. .Prunes . . . . lb 10c, 12{4c
Calif. Evap.. Peaches . . . . lb 25c

I

$ 1 0 .0 0

G E O . F. C L A M E R
'

■
5

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

Ott* USE ROUP-OVER

Heinz or Beech*Nut

C ooked S p agh etti 2 - 2 5 c

FOR ROUP AND COLDS IN POULTRY

Very Nourishing. Jpst heat and serve.

Try the CORN REMEDY made at

Gold Seal

$ 1 7 .0 0

» Tin 75c

A SC O C hili S au ce
Our Own make.

■

RADIO RECEIVERS REWIRED AND REPAIRED

PRIDE OF KILLARNEY TEA

MACARONI

Phone 158-r5

V* ib pkg 14c :
Plain Black or Mixed

Balloon tires now standard o n all models*
I n addition to these low prices, Chevrolet* S delivered prices
include th e low est handling and finan cing charges available*

B. T Y S O N

Pkg lie

9

SPECIALS
P erfect T one & K wiklight T ubes . . . . . .

tb 65c

Orange Pekoe, India Ceylon, Old Country Style

Gold Seal

s.

’/<

W inchester B & C B atteries

P ow er Amplifiers

» 37c

WE HAVE A BLEND FOR EVERY TASTE!

B alkite T rickle Chargers

Brach Controlit S w itch es

Just try a cup and you’ll taste the difference.

*595
f^.b . Flint, Mich.

The Touring
or Roadater

Ratheon B E lim inators

ASCO Elbow

SPAGHETTI or MACARONI

2pkgs15c

ASCO Tom ato Puree ......................................... 3 cans
Our Stores are Shopping Headquarters for
' Quality Merchandise at Sensible Prices!
T H E S E P R IC E S E F F E C T IV E
I K O U B C O L L E G E V IL L E S T O B E

C U L B E R T ’S

DRUG

Main Street, Above Railroad

STO RE

COLLEGEVILLE,. PA.

20c
“My old man certainly has the
nerve of a brass monkey," remarked
the sheik as he stepped on the gas.
“What now?” asked the sheba with
him. “Why, just because he bought

this bus, buys the gas and pays fqr
the upkeep he thought he ought to fae
allowed to use it tonight to keep an
important business engagement.”—
Cincinnati Enquirer,

" II

A T T E N T IO N !
You like well represented goods at lowest cost. Use good judgment
SEE U S.
UNITED STATES CORD TIRES
30 x 3 1/ 2 ........... $ 6.60
31 x 4 ................$14.50
32 x 4 .............. 15.25
32 x 4'/2......... , 21.00
UNITED STATES BALLOON CORDS
29 x 4.40...........$ 8.50
30 x 4.95........... $15.00
30 x 5.25.............16.50
30 x 5 .7 7 .......2 0 .0 0
31 x 5 .2 5 .......1 7 .2 5
32 x 6.00 .......... 20.50
33 x 6.00............22.00

By VICTOR RADCLIFFE
(Copyright by W. Or. Chapman.)

United States Extra Heavy Royal Truck Cord Tires
30 x 5 ............... $25.00
32 x 6 ............... $42.50
35 x 5 ............. 37.25
36 x 6 ............... 58.00
SEE US FOR U. S.

Women’s Zipper Arties
$3.25
Children’s Zipper Arties
$2.60
Men’s Ex. Heavy 4=Buckle Arties $3.90
EXTRA HEAVY 38 IN. SHEEP LINED COATS
with Side Pockets and Belt $8.50
Men’s Flannel Shirts—$1.75
Men’s Big Yank Shirts—-Blue and Khaki—80c
Sweaters and Sweater Coats $1 to $4
Full line of Sporting Goods, Ice Skates', Hockey Sticks, Skate
Straps.

A. M. P E A R L S T IN E
E ast End o f Perkiom en Bridge

. COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

TO AUTOMOBILE OWNERS!
TRUCK OWNERS I

GARAGE MEN!

Motor Rebuilding is a Success when Successfully done. Every
wearing part must be renewed by the use of Factory Equipment and
methods. An incomplete job is like a Tire that is good; excepting at
one spot, which makes the whole tire worthless.. Before accepting a
ridiculously low price for your car on a TRADE IN consult usi about
a complete MOTOR REBUILD. '

s

m

You can have the advantage of thousands of dollars worth of
Machine Tool Equipment, specially designed for motor rebuilding.
CONSULT US ON YOUR NEXT JOB.
W e Will Give You a FLAT PRICE
For dissembling your motor
Regrinding Cylinders, fitting Pistons; Pins & Rings
Regrinding Crank Shaft
Rebabbiting and line boring Main Motor Bearings
Rebabbiting and fitting connecting rods
Do any other work required to completely rebuild any motor and
reassemble the same ready for the car.
If we are permitted to completely rebuild the motor, we will guar
antee it to operate as when new, and to continue to do so for a long
period of time.
Note: Should any parts be required pot pertaining to the above
operations, such as timing gears, valves, gaskets and etc., they will
be charged for extra, parts only, no charge for installing extra parts.
For taking motor out of frame and putting back there is a labor
charge of from $5,00 to $15.00 per car.
We will call for and deliver motors. Terms: CASH.

I. G. & M. G. LANDES

YiRKES. PA.
m

1111

N otary P u blic »■><* Insurance
This is the beginning of my third year, in which time I have given
SERVICE, COURTESY AND SATISFACTION
in all insurance needs.
prompt attention.

All business receives my personal and

FRANK H. FUHRMAN
C o lleg ev ille, P a .

PERKIOMEN VALLEY MUTUAL
FIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY
INCORPORATED MAY 13, 1871
OVER 55 YEARS IN BUSINESS

PASTEURIZED MILK
Rich in butter fat, direct from a
new plant equipped with up-todate machinery recommended by
the State Board of Health.
Quality and service guaranteed.
Served Daily to Patrons in Trappe,
Collegeville and Vicinity.
J. ARTHUR NELSON
ROYERSFORD, PA.
Phone 296-m
9-31-tf

Insures A gainst Fire and Storm
Both on th e Cash and
A ssessa b le Plan
Insurance in Force $26,000,000.00
Losses Paid to Date $1,000,000.00

FOR SALE: A Full Line of
Reliable

Agricultural Implements
Every implement guaranteed.
Our
OFFICE: COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
motto is: SERVICE. Give us a call.
B. W. DAMBLY, President, Skippack.
HERBERT HOYER
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
Trappe,
Pa.
Phone 29-R-12 Collegevile.
Subscribe for The Independent.

©

A FREED outfit in yoqr home In
creases the value far above its
cost.
Utmost in boating comfort, econ?cal in fuel and easy tp operate
features the

FREED BOILER
Equipped when so ordered with
grate bars suitable for burning
the finer grades of coal.

■iE
S3

MAKING
A START FOR
HIMSELF

m m n m
r a H ls r

We carry in stock radiators, pipe
and fittings, valves and other
specialties for complete heating
outfits.
Visit our plant and show room.

Freed Heater Company
A M E R IC A S ' B O IL E R & F O U N D R IE S CO.

Factory
Collegeville, Pa.

Telephone Collegeville 59
ESTABLISHED 1903
WALTER J . BURNS
District Representative
Telephone Coilegeville 155

Factory
Oaks, Pa.

/ / ■*• T ORACH, I appoint you my
* I— I confidential secretary, terms
JL I to be decided as soon as I
realize on my inheritance.”
‘‘Very kind, and having no pres
ent position, I’ll be glad to accept
your offer,” said Horace Lee. “Much
of a legacy?”
“I don’t know, but my cousin, Noah
Cleave, had a good deal of money
once. Of course,. It must be quite ma
terial. The letter from the lawyer at
Booneville says I am sole legatee. I’m
going to give up my job here. I’m go
ing to enjoy life and luxuriate, and
also you. I’ve got some literary Ideas
—you shall jot them down as they
come to me.”
“See here, Winfield,” said blunt,
practical Horace, “I’m friend enough
of yours to give you some advice.
Don’t drop your position until you
find out what your cousin has left
you. Don’t begin spending your for
tune before you know what it amounts
to.”
“Oh, I’m quite sure it must be some
thing substantial,” Insisted the opti
mistic Winfield Grey. “Anyhow, I want
you to run down with me to Boone
ville till I take possession of the es
tate. I’ll pay your expenses and for
your time.”
Horace was willing. He was unem
ployed just now. It was his own fault.
He had worked for three years for a
local firm—mean, stingy, and unap
preciative. He found this drudgery
unpromising and resigned. Now his
idea was to try and get some capital
to make a start for himself In a mod
est way.
Dora Wayne, to whom he was en
gaged, had scolded him gently for giv
ing up a small but steady income, but
Horace was ambitious and energetic.
So Horace started with Grey fOT
Booneville, a little city about fifty
miles distant. Grey had togged him
self out in great style in accordance
with the grandeur he, favored heir to
a fortune, should assume. He Invited
all his old working chums to “a grand
blowout” upon his return. He arranged
to buy an expensive car. He knew the
Waynes pretty well and invited Dora
to share his first ride in that model
of swiftness and elegance, Horace
wondered if it could be possible that
his friend meditated becoming his
rival. He felt pretty safe about Dora,
however.
An enormous disappointment greet
ed Winfield Grey when he reached
Booneville. The lawyer who had writ
ten him informed him that his uncle
had lost all he had in unwise specu
lations.
“All there is left outside of paying
his debts,” advised the- attorney^ ,‘Us g
little shop on Malp street and that is
on leased ground. It seems that youp
gousin took a fancy to a young plumb
er and tried tp reform him. He built:
the shpp, making it look more Uke a
parlor than a place of business Hie
protege sold the equipment;;* put' the
money Ip his ppeket and elpped. The
building is yours, though f don’t be
lieve you can get much out of it;"
Grey was so disgusted apd disap
pointed that Horace could scarcely
prevail upon him to visit fils meager
inheritance,
They located the shop in question,
It was queerly Incongruous for Its
rude surroundings, brand new, gaudily
painted, a ten -by, thirty structure
more adapted for the office of some
plant than for real work. A plate,
glass window took up nearly the en
tire front. It was bare of furniture
inside, where only a barrel or two
showed.
On the square roof on four sides
was a sign. If read “Plumbing," The
letters were painted in dazzling gilt,
The signs stared an onlooker In the
face conspicuously from the four car
dinal points pf the compass.
“I say,” observed -Horace, "those
signs must have cost a fortune."
“H uh!” snorted Grey—“What good
are they to pje? I don’t want to go
ipto the plumbing business 1"
Just here a man .came up. He
looked over the two visitors critically.
“I own the land here,” he remarked,
“Any interest in the property?”
“Yes,” answered Grey shortly, “I’ve
inherited this shanty,"
“Well. I've given a ten-years’ lease
on the land. Who am I to look to
for the ground rent?”
“Npt I,” retorted Grey sourly; “I
can't use the place. See here, Hor
ace,” he added, turning tp his friend,
“I'm sick and tired of this whole
business. I’m ashamed to go back
•home. I have a brother out West
.pretty well fixed. I think I’ll just go
’out and try my luck with him.’
“But you might get something out
of the place here," suggested Horace.
“Not much, I fancy,’’ submitted the
man who owned the land. “My lease
kolas, and of course, you forfeit the'
building If' you, don’t pay the ground
rent. The only way to get anything
out of it Is to lease the building to
some one, or start In business ip It "
“Well, Horace, I’ve fooled away
your time. Come back tp the lawyer’s
and I’ll give you a bill of sale for If I
won’t bother yffth the proposition." de
termined Grey.
“I’ll dp,it, and work something out
pf it," said Hqrace. “I’m thinking
hard. I believe I see g way t© use
that building. Name a price, give me
time to pay you and f'U try the specu
lation,"
“Nonsense! I’ll give it to you,"
Finally, however, Grey consented to
take a note for $50, Then he left on
the next train for the West, Horace
went back to the shop, He had a talk
With the landowner, got some new
ideas and looked over the Inside.
He found one of the barrels filled
with plumbers’ supplies, the other
with a babbit metal composition. The»
he sought out a local plumbing es
tablishment and sold the stuff for $75.
“Those signs,” he reflected. The
next day they disappeared.
“What have you done with the
sigiis?” asked the curious land owner.
“Sold ’em," replied Horace. “You
gee, one I got ylcj of tp that plumber
at ffie other end of the towp. Then
I sawefi off thp ? on the second and
a lumber man took It, Taking off the
p and L left ‘Umber’. Well, that
struck a paint shop man. There’s a
shoemaker named Blum a little ways
down the street, I sawed out his
name for him. Everybody happy and
I’m 845 ahead "

-louni co r ctmcKiea tne lanaowner, much amused and interested.
“Say, we talked about your starting
a little repair shop. I like your way?
and I’ll finance the proposition on
shares.”
“Done I" announced Horace prompt
ly, and took the train home that after
noon to report to Dora and start In
on his new independent business car
reer.
Now, It strangely happened that on
the same train, also homeward bound,
was Dora’s father. Naturally he was
interested In the doings of a young
man who had been “shining around"
his favorite daughter.
By piecemeal the story of Grey’s in
heritance came out. The rest of the
circumstance was finally related.
“And you’re thinking of moving to
Booneville and starting In business,
eh?“ propounded Mr. Wayne.
“That’s it,” assented Horace. “You
see, I’m a pretty fair tinker, and the
man who is going to back me says
there Is plenty of work to pick up.";,
“What about Dora?” submitted Mr.
Wayne archly.
“Why, you know we are of the kind
willing to work and wait. I asked you
once for your approval to the engage
ment, but—”
•
“Oh, you’ve got some practical pros
pects now," interrupted the wise
headed Mr. Wayne. “You’ve proved
you know how to grasp an opportu
nity, young man, and you can have
my daughter.”

Old A siatic Buildings
Shunned by Natives
Modern exploration has cleared up
the geography of high Asia sufficient
ly to show that what has long been
considered a rampart—the “Earth
Girdle” of Asiatic, legend—is in reality
a system of many mountain ranges,
extending from Afghanistan north
east to Lake Baikal, rather than north
and south as popularly supposed.
But there are regions behind the
Gobi still unexplored, and one man,
Thoiffas Atkinson, observed some curi
ous ruins about Lake Zalzan Nor. He
saw a granite plateau standing out
of a mountain range and observed od
nearer approach that the mass was
in reality a number of isolated rqck
bulks fhaf had the appearance of the
ruined edifices of a vast city,
At least one ruin in this place was
man-made—an lnclosure nearly half s
mile In length, surrounded by a wall
of large stone blocks with smaller
fitted between. Some portions were
six feet high and seven thick. Where
the wall was no more than two feet
Atkinson Jumped his horse over It,
and his two Cossacks followed him
but nothing could induce the native
Kirghiz- to enter the ruin. They ex
plained that the ruins, which had the
appearance of fortifications, tower?
and pyramids—were the abode oi
“Shaitan” and it was not healthy to
graze herds nearby after dusk.—Har
old Lamb- in Adventure Magazine.

Not a Bit Rattled
Marie is the four-year-old daughter
of 'an ex-service man who recently
was liberally pensWned by the govern
ment. A- government nurse found oc
casion to visit the home of the pen
sioner and asked many, many ques
tions, personal and otherwise, to:
which Marie listened with the quiet
attentiveness of the country-bred
child. At last, her- stock apparently
almost exhausted, she whirled around
on the little gir}.
“What your name?" shp demanded
of the child, “Peggy?"
“No,” flashed the crisp little voice,:
“it’s M-a-r-J-e—Marie,"

Addition to List of

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Fruits Without Seeds
There have long been seedless or
anges, lemons and grapefruit, and' now
there are seedless" apples.
A seedless fruit does not propagate
Its own species. It grafts itself on
branches grown from fruit with seeds.
The seedy mother provides the fecun
dity; the seedless fruit gives the pulp
and the flavor.
The idea of a seedless apple comes
from the seedless orange of Califor
nia, a freak of nature discovered over
a hundred years ago. About 1820 a
missionary of Bahia, Brazil, discovered
a new kind of ordnge growing wild
which contained seeds of propagation
not in its own- body, but in a little
sac at the top. He sent 12 of the
trees to the United States, and al
though they did noit live long, others
were budded from them, and are bud
ding still.
A Mrs. Eliza Tlbbets gave us Wash
ington Navels, oranges wfthout seeds.
One of the trees she planted in 1873
Is still alive and producing good fruit.
Next in favor come Valencias, with
about a seed apiece. It is as well
they retain It, for California grows
most of the best oranges of the world,
and if there were no seeds there would
soon be no: oranges.

*
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DENTIST
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D entist
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History*s Pages Full
o f Errors of Record
Aesop’s fables are really not Aesop's
at ail, but Babrius’ fables. A GraecoItalian named Babrius wrote and com
piled them several centuries after the
Phrygian fabulist’s (Jgath, the date of
which is given as 564. Some chron
iclers say Aesop never lived at all.
The fables he Is said to have com
posed are lost. Socrates and later
writers made versions of the Babrian
Inventions, to which they gave Aesop’s
name, thus bestowing Immortality up
on one sage and robbing another of
his rightful laurels. A mistake In
computation by a Sixth century chronologlst is responsible for the com
mon and erroneous understanding
that Christ’s birth was in thp year I.
Christ was not born- in the first year
pf the Christian era but about four
years before the beginning of that rp♦riod- Cinderella's slipper was made
not of glass but of sable. Noting these
and similar errors, Josh Billings once
wrote:
“The trouble with most folks Isn’t
so' much their Ignorance, as knowin’
so many things that ain’t so.”—Men
tor Magazine.

0 R . CLARKSON ADDIS

The Cat *
The cat would make an excellent
diplomatist; he Is seldom ruffled, never
loses his head! Is usually polite, has
admirable manners, and great aplomb,
and there Is that sharp claw concealed
in the velvet glove to resent any In
trusion upon Ills interest or felicity.
But, above all, he has the diplomatic
virtue of concealing what he thinks
Whereas, the dog opens out his whole
soul, the cat keeps it as dose as an
oyster. There is certainly nothing of
the “hew” or “open"' diplomacy about
the cat. He looks wise and maintains
a grave and 'dignified" silence. He may
be cold, he may he selfish, but It must
be said in justice to the cat that he
does not make a business of minister^
ipg to human egoism—like the dog.
His owp dignity is to him of very
muck greater importance; he lives his
own life, and goes his own way,—Lon
don Morning Post.

Simple Pleasures Best

Hold!

Special 10 d ays S ale.

Veterinarian
Bell Phone

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

We’v e cut deep, m aking ou r

la st m ighty effort to have d e a n ra ck s for Spring.

All

*

SUITS and OVERCOATS in three Great Price Groups.

I
I
516 SWEDE ST., NORRISTOWN. PA. |

SUITS and OVERCOATS That Sold Up
d * * * mr*
to $ 2 7 .5 0 — NOW ................................ $ 1 0 . 7 5

fHOUAS HALLMAN.

A ttorney-at-Law

At my residence, next door to Nations1
Bank, Collegeville, every evening.
J^ A Y N E

R.

LO N G STBETH ,

Attorney=at*=Law
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Rooms 712-718.
ROBERT TRUCKSESS

* 0 / 1 ’ 7 I-'
$ Z 4 .7 5

|
I

SUITS and OVERCOATS That Sold Up
, to $ 3 5 .0 0 — N O W ....................... ..

1

SUITS and OVERCOATS T hat Sold Up
< h n n
to $ 4 5 .0 0 — N O W ................................./ 5

E

I

eypf

60 E. Penn Street, Norristown, Pa,! Phone
615; Residence: Fairview Village. Phone
Collegeville 144-r-2.

BOYS’ SUITS and OVERCOATS a re a ls o em braced in

JA C O B C. B R O W E R

th is Great S ale, Surprising S avin gs, a one-fourth, a
on e-th ird and m ore.

J u stice o f the Peace
PORT PROVIDENCE, PA. Real Estate
and Insurance. Conveyancing and Col
lecting.

Mosheim Clothing

JO H N H . CASSELBERRY

Surveyor and Conveyancer
EVANSBURG—COLLEGEVILLE 3 . D.
Sales clerked and all kinds of personal
property and real estate sold on com
mission.
[j

20 7 HIGH STREET

POTTSTOWN, PA.

tt* -X -* * * * * tt* * * * * # * * * tt* * * * * * * * * * * * * *

C. S H A L L C R Q S S

Contractor and Builder
GRATERFORD, PA.
All kinds of buildings erected. Cement
work done. Estimates cheerfully furn
ished.
^

W. BROW N
C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .

General Contracting and Con*
crete C onstruction

JJA R R Y M. P R IC E

Painter and Paper-hanger

Collegeville Bakery

Clamer Ave., COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Es
timates and samples furnished. Good
Work, right prices-

“BAKED GOODS OF THE BETTER GRADE”

yylLLIAM M, ANDES

Bread-Pies-Buns-RoHs-Cakes

Painting and Paper-hanging

AND EVERYTHING IN THE BAKER’S LINE

TRAPPE,-PA, Work guaranteed. Paper
hanging a specialty. Samples furnished
tree,
2|17|ly

ICE CREAM, CONFECTIONERY, TOBACCO, ETC.
Orders a S pecialty— We Deliyer

JjARRY J. MOSER, JR.

Phone 84-R-2

His Taste impeached

in love with

a pretty

widow,

- late lisisband’s name was Robin.
- evening the bachelor dropped
“'•vt it cap of tea. with the

* ’

'(tap was over, she com'’Mn Adair."

SCHWENKSVILLE, Pa. Estimates furn
ished free. Work guaranteed 7|30|25|lyr
jo h n f .

Ty s o n

SLATING AND TINROOFING
SPOUTING AND HEATER WORK

Silk Underwear and Stockings
Bell Phone Collegeville 34-r-3

IS
ROCK
l-a r w a y

' in. !>-. (| up his hat.
t e a n' - 'eve if your

t ’ no fault

n w m w lB iiia m w M

Readers* Paradise

— M W M HM m m M

j Honest Shoes for Henest Honey
■

j

■

.

-

’

------------------------------------

We mean business—don’t forget this. We don’t promise to give
you something for nothing, but we do say that we save you Fifty
Cents to One Dollar on Each Pair You Buy from us—or your
money1will be refunded—ALL NEW GOODS.
■ "
■
.................
Men’s Oxfords or S h o e s ............................ $ 3 .0 0 to $ 1 0 .5 0
W orking S h o e s .......................$ 2 .0 0 , $ 3 .0 0 , $ 3 .5 0 to $ 5 .0 0
Men’s R u b b e r s ....................... $ 1 .0 0 , $ 1 .2 5 , $ 1 .5 0 to $2 .0 0
- ............. .
■ ................1
W omen’s N ew est S ty les in All L eathers, Pum ps o r Straps
$ 2 .4 5 , $ 2 .9 5 , $ 3 .4 5 , $ 3 .9 5 , $ 4 .5 0 , $ 4 .9 5 , $ 5 .5 0 ,
$ 6 .5 0 , $ 7 .5 0
■
*
..... ........
—i—..
...i . . B oys’ S h o e s ..................$ 1 .9 5 , $ 2 .9 5 , $ 3 .4 5 , $ 3 .9 5 , $ 4 .9 5
Y ouths’ S h o e s .............$ 1 .9 5 , $ 2 .4 5 , $ 3 .0 0 , $ 3 .4 5 , $ 3 .9 5
M isses’ S h o e s .............$ 1 .9 5 , $ 2 .4 5 , $ 2 .9 5 , $ 3 .4 5 , $ 3 .9 5
Children’s S h o e s ....................... $ 1.50, $ 1 ,9 5 , $ 2 .4 5 , $ 3 .0 0
Infants’ S h o e s ____ ____5 0 c, 7 5c, $ 1 .0 0 , $ 1 .5 0 , $ 2 .0 0
—

..........................

...................... ................................

—

EVERWEAR HOSIERY ou t-w ears others
5 0 c, 7 5c, $ 1 .0 0 , $ 1 .4 5 , $1.95
Triple toes and heels

F. A. DUTTENHOFER’S
PHILADELPHIA SHOE STORE
241 High S treet
P ottstow n , Pa.
_
Quality Footwear
Lowest Prices
RUBBERS, 55c

PAY AS YOU RIDE
DIAMOND CORD & DIAMOND BALLOON TIRES can
now be purchased on the ea sy paym ent plan. A sm all
down paym ent, balance on e a s y w eek ly in stallm en ts.
No RED TAPE: Drive in with your car and we will mount the
tire AT NO EXTRA CHARGE. All transactions in strictest con
fidence.

EXIDE BATTERIES also included in this easy plan.

ACCESSORY PRICES SLASHED

jpt, Now They*re American

It is said that an American has four
chances ip 100,000 of living a century.
Legal Will-Making Ages
Pon't spoil your own prospect of being
In most of the states the age at
One of the four by racing your car • which persons may make wills (s
ggalpst the locomotive at the grade
twenty-one. However, bath males and
grossing,
females are competent to make wills
at eighteen years in California, Con
necticut, Idaho, Oklahoma, South Da
First *‘Farm Paper”
Agricultural journalism in the kota and Utah, and females only may
make wills at eighteen years In Colo
United States Is usually dated from
rado, the District of Columbia, Illi
the establishment of the American
Farmer In Baltimore. This eight-page nois, Maryland, Missouri, Washington
weekly was S tarted in W 9
and Wisconsin.

iw M

B

DIAMOND HEAVY DUTY TRUCK CORDS are establishing
wonderful mileage records everywhere. No need to lower the ef
ficiency of your truck with cheap tires' when you can buy DIA
MOND TRUCK CORDS on our easy payment plan.

There are four million books In the
British Museum library.
Sardines used to come from Sar
dinia. Some of them still do, others
come from Brittany and from Norway,
but the great majority of them now
comp from the coast of New England
and from the Pacific coast. Sardine
fishing is a four months’ Industry ip
Atlantic waters, and lasts six months
In the Pacific. Jt is rapidly growing
to be ope of the most sizable phases
of the canning industry. •

H. Ralph Graber

Painting and Interior Decorating

SECOND AVENUE, TRAPPE, PA. Work
Guaranteed. Estimates furnished free.
Phone 64-r-ll.
' l|21|lyr.

Music Is Swinging

foil

How sweet and wholesome* are the
pleasures that go into small room—
the humble, simple, accustomed sights
and sounds that bring the soul at once
Into the open air.—Dora Greenwell.

We gu arantee to sa v e you $ 1 0 .0 0 or more during th is

I

A minister was In the habit of run
ning his hands through his* hair while
HAULING done by auto truck.
preaching his sermons, giving his hair
Good
service. Charges reasonable.
3
the appearance of having never been
combed. . One Sunday as the congre
JOSEPH LIVERGOOD
gation was leaving the church he over
heard one woman say to another:
12-30-tf
Collegeville, Pa
“l wonder if he tvears a wig?”
Quick Work
;]
The minister, knowing how his hair
He turned around, gazed at his wife ' must look, asked: “Do you think If
in the back seat and said, “Aw, shut
i wore a wig i Would have picked out
up. I know what I am doing an’ don- one like this?”
cher ferglt i t ” One minute afterward
St. Peter handed him a flute with six 1
Tender Spot
holes and told him to move over ip the J
An old bachelor who was very bald,
alto section.—Times Union.

Deserved Praise

/

Excavating and, rigging. Estimates free.

The growing good of the w;orld is;
partly dependent on unhisforic acts;1
and that things are not so ill withi
yon and me as they might have been i
is half owing to the number who Uvei
faithfully a hidden life and rest In un-i
visited tombs.—George Eliot.
!

The big telescope of the university
observatory had just been trained up
on the sky when a star fell, i “Hot
dog!” said the new night watchman,
“that fellow sure is a crack shot."_
The Outlook.

For Yourself Now—

*
ROYERSFORD, PA. Practical Dentistry I
a t honest prices.
I

Attomey=at=Law

Good Work Gone by Humble'

Bright Salesman

Buy That Suit or Overcoat

*

The northern races are coming Into
their own in music. Mu^lc has swung
into the fields of the less effete races g L W O O D L . H O F M A S T E R
On Twe Counts
“The way of the transgressor is in- recent years. With this I asso TIN, SLATE 'AND SLAG ROOFING
hard," commented the country justice, ciate1 the' increased' use of wind in
GUTTERS AND SPOUTING
as he fined the motorist for exceeding struments, as opposed to strings.
These* are able to portray the Wilder
HEATERS AND RANGES
the speed limit, “Not around here It ain’t,” retorted ness, the'primitive spirit and also the SECOND AVENUE, COLLEGEVILLE,
the motorist. “I never saw such lonely musings of shepherds, the PA. Bell Phone. All work guaranteed. ;
grandeur of the Himalayas. Nobody
mushy roads in my life,”
■
“Ten dollars extra for contempt I” would think today of describing a P S. K O O N S
mountain in string tone, but a bass
shouted the justice,
SCHWENKSVILLE. PA.
“Why, I haven't made any remarks oboe solo could do It very Impres
sively.—Percy Granger, In Musical
about yog, judge!"
S later and Roofer
“Yes, yon have,” was the reply, America.
And
dealer
In Slate, Slate Flagging, Gray'
“I’m road commissioner here as well
Stone, etc. Estimates furnished. Work
as justice of the peace)"—Boston
contracted at lowest prices.
Knew What He Wanted
Transcript,
A society woman recently was giv
ing an elaborate dinner party, which GEORGE F. CLAMER, COLLEGEVILLE
she permitted her small son Freddie
At Any Moment
PLUMBING AND HEATING
Mrs. Meddle—John, there Is going to attend. The hostess sat at the
ELECTRIC WIRING AND FIXTURES
head
of
the
table,
and
Freddie
sat
to be an awful qnarrei in the next flat,
PNEUMATIC WATER SYSTEMS
g
near the foot- All went well until
FUEL OIL HEATING SYSTEMS
very shortly.
HARDWARE AND MILL SUPPLIES.
Mr. Meddle—What makes yon think the dessert course was reached. De
ciding to ask maternal advice before
so?
Mrs. Meddle—1Their shades are up partaking of the sweet Freddie called jypKS. L,. S. SCHATZ
and I can see that man and his wife lustily to the amusement of all ex
Collegeville, Pa.
cept his mother: “Hey, mom, may I
getting ready for a game’ of cards,
have a hunk ahd a gob?"
Hemstitching
Buttons Covered

“Cap you give me ‘The Cricket on
the Hearth?’ ” ashed'the Old lady ofj
the new salesman In the book shoR. .
“I don’t think we have It In stock,"
replied the youth, “but I can show,
you a ping-pong set which is every bit
as exciting,"
i

Men, Don’t Wail Any Longer-—

COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office hours, 8 to ■fij
5. Saturday, 8 to 12. Saturday afternoon
and evenings by appointment. Phone 141.
X-Ray Examinations.
I

Service here, means just
what the word implies—
material when, where and
as you want it—your con
venience, not ours. That
idea of service goes right
back to the choosing of
the merchandise. For in
stance— we recommend
SHEETROCK, the timetested, fireproof wallboard
—because i t ’s th e best.
That’s true of our whole
line.

We purchased heavily at the preemptory sale of the GOLMAR STORES, INC., and are selling all ACCESSORIES at un
heard of low prices.
$1.50 Tire Gauges ................... . . . 59c
1.75 Mirrors ........................... . . . 49c
. ..40 Ford Plug Wire Sets . .. . . . 29c
1.25 Wedge Cushions ........... . . . 59c
.50 Rubber Step Mats ........ . . . 23c
.30 Spark Pulg cores ........ . . . 12c
2.75 Sedan Mirrors ............. . . . 79c
.35 Ford Rubber Pedal Pads 14c set
.75 Hydrometers ............. .. .. 38c
$2.19
4.00 Pumps, , the good kind
3.00 Ford Rear Curtains . . . . .. 1.89
7.00 Ford Top D eck s............. .. 3.79
Anything you need at a fraction of its1real value.

For Sale By

J. L. B ech tel & Son, Inc.

W. H. Gristock’s Sons

Collegeville, Pa.

Collegeville, Pa.
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OPEN ALL NIGHT

OPEN ALL NIGHT

NEWS FROM OAKS

NEWS FROM TRAPPE
(Continued from page 1)

NEWS FROM RAHNS

RAMBLING AT RANDOM

HI

COLLEGEVILLE

(Continued from page 1)

The Week of Prayer services in the
A very delightful birthday party
Doctor J. S. Miller,, the well known
The Troop No. 1, Boy Scouts, have chapel ape well attended and full of
was tendered Miss Ada Fitzwater, of
Collegeville physician and sportsman, f
arranged
for
a
minstrel
to
be
given
inspiration.
Services
every
evening
this place, at the home of her frined,
tells this one. When Doc was a surg
Mrs. Jenine Kennedy, of Philadelphia. in the Grange Hall on the evening of at 7.45 o’clock. Oh Thursday even eon in the army the nurse forgot -to
Miss Fitzwater vjas the recipient of Thursday, March 24. This will be ing Rev". I. B. Kurtz, pastor of the take the hospital canary out of the
beautiful flowers ami many other a high class .performance. The min Emmanuel Lutheran church of Potts- operating room during a minor oper
gifts. Among the guests present strels will be given by the German town, will preach the sermon. Rev. ation on a former opera star and the
A STORY
were Miss Sara Harley, Mrs. H. R. town Minstrel Troop, consisting of Kurtz "is well known here having ether fumes killed the yellow warb
The better quality precious
25
men.
This
>
is
the
first
time
the
served
the
community
a
number
of
Hoar, Mrs. Marne Walker and Mrs.
YOU WILL ENJOY READING
ler.
Just
as
the
patient
was
coming
people
of
Trappe
and
vicinity
will
years ago while pastor of Augustus
Si Howard Yocum, of this place. The
to Doc regretted to the nurse, “That
stones are always to be had
In your future years is the story
day iwas made most interesting with have the privilege to see a perform Lutheran church at Trappe. Reg. bird sure could sing. Too bad the
ance
on
such
a
scale.
The
seating
ca
Vernon
H.
Slawter,
also
of
Pottstown,
many youthful reminiscences.
you
write
in
your
bank
book
of
today.
ether got him.’.’ The patient opened
pacity is limited so buy your tickets
when you purchase them
The Oaks Improvement Association early. The proceeds will go toward and pastor of the church of the Breth his eyesvin terror, and gasped, “Good
The story told by your pass-book
ren
.
will
preach
on
Saturday
night.
will hold their regular monthly meet Troop No. 1, after expenses are de
Lord! Save m e?”
of this strong bank is one of Increas
On Sunday evening Whorten A. Kline,
ing in the Oaks Fire Hall, March 14. ducted. Tickets, 50 and 25 cents.
from.
ing
Interest and the longer .the story
Dean
of
Ursinus
College,
Will
fill
the
At this meeting, election of officers
These “pay ’em or return ’em” un
Preaching service will be held in pulpit. The public is cordially in ordered ties that come thru the mail the greater the interest.
will take places
the
United Evangelical church on vited to attend every evening’s ser are beginning to get on the nerves.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bessemer'and
Start your book here today
Sunday,
March 6, at 2.30 p. m.; Sun vices.
This business of sending unordered
son, of Brower avenue, spent Sunday
GEO. H. CLEMMER
A number of our townspeople at merchandise out on a gigantic scale to
in Port Providence with Mrs. Besse day School at 1.30 p. m. C. E. on
mer’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Albanus Sunday evening at 7.30 o’clock. Every tended the funeral of Mrs. Boyd Mc- millions of people all over the coun
body welcome.
Murtie, of Philadelphia, at the Berto- try and then expecting good Amer COLLEGEVILLE NATIONAL BANK
Rowland.
Jeweler
let’s Mennonite church on Tuesday. ican money in return for the unor
Augustus Lutheran Church
Miss Amy Ashenfelter spent Mon
This Bank pays 3% interest in its
dered
junk
certainly
takes
gall.
It
She
was
well
known
here
where
with
day with her sister, Mrs. W. R. Lan
Curren Arcade
The Lenten season will be ushered her family she occupied her summer is the biggest “skin game” afloat and Savings Department on Certificates of
des, Collegeville.
is on Ash Wednesday with Holy Com home yearly. Besides her husband is usually panned off by some big com
Deposit, 3'/2% if left one year.
Mr. and Mrs. Hdrry Bare enter munion at 8 o’clock p. m. In addi
NORRISTOWN
tained Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Overdorf tion to the regular Sunday services and one daughter she is survived by pany. playing on the sympathies of
good
natured
people
by
such
titles
her
aged
father,
one
brother
and
one
and son, of Spring City, Thursday there will be a service every Wednes
sister. She was known to possess a a;s Taylor the Blind Tieman or Luke
School o f Nursing o f the
afternoon.
day evening at 8, o’clock.
kind and happy disposition and leaves MacGluck the Gripple.
On Sunday Mr. and Mrs. Frank
The Vestry will meet on Wednes a wide circle of friends.
Hom eopathic H ospital
Weaver motored to Philadelphia and day evening at 7 o’clock.
Talking about ties! Last Christ
Howard
and
Radford
Berky
and
Of
Chester Co., West Chester, Pa.,
called on Mrs. George Miller, who is
The monthly meeting of the Sun Martha Schlotterer, • of Allentown, mas some practical joker sent the
suffering from the effects of a stroke..
writer
a
large
box
of
some
75
odd
offers
an
exceptional opportunity to young
day School Association will be held on spent Sunday with W. K. Schlotter
She is critically ill.
ties,
all
colors
from
green
to
lavender
women
contemplating
the Nursing Pro
Monday evening, March 7.
and family.
and every size and shape imaginable, fession. ■Registered School. Three years
Mf. and Mrs. Raymond Detwiler
but as Usual there was a hitch to the course. Monthly allowance. March class
St. Luke’s Reformed Church
spent Saturday in Norristown.
BABY CHICKS—We are how book
From the Philadelphia Record.
ing orders for baby chicks frond breed
deal. The ties were all worn out but now organizing. For detailed Information
Mr. and Mrs. George Karr enter
communicate With THE SUPERINTENDThe young people’s religious ser
ing
peiis containing large, vlrgorus and
one,and that one was so bright (green, d iin t o f Nu r s e s .
BUSINESS AND THE OUTLOOK
tained Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sawyer vice was held last Sunday evening.
. 2|3|4t ■ healthy birds, housed m open front
houses
and kept on free range; vitality
scarlet
and
lavender
striped)
that
and son, of Norristown, on Sunday.
The , church auditorium was filled,
and high production is our watchword.
With the spring season gradually evidently the sender never had the
Our
strain
is a combination of the best
Mrs. Egolf spent Sunday very about half was made up of young peo approaching, operations preparatory crust to wear it himself—and neither * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
strains of England and America blend
pleasantly by attending all services ple which speaks well of the interest to spring selling have taken on a more did I.
ed together with careful selection and
trapnesting.
at the Green Tree Brethren church of young people in religion and the confident aspect recently in a good
Our incubators are heated with gas,
and meeting Mr. and Mrs. J. I. Bech church. The meeting was in charge many lines. This is what is behind
eliminating overheated eggs, the cause
The State Game Commissioners say
of many weaknesses in chicks. Hav
tel. Mrs. Egolf has been crippled of Mr. Henry W. Mathieu. Miss current reports of a moderate increase there is nothing to the gossip that
ing been in business 27 years in one
with rheumatism for years and has Grace Kauffman, a soloist of the Ur- having been experienced since the pheasants .make the rabbits scarce. A
place assures you,a square deal.
Ice Cream, Candies, Pies
Ail chicks are from eggs produced on
sinus Glee’Club, sang most beautifully middle of February in the volume of ringneck may occasionally scratch out
difficulty getting around.
our own plant and no lights are used.
a
solo
entitled,
“Faith.”
Mr.
Math
general business. A reflection of this a rabbit nest if it runs across one in
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Detwiler
Send for price list.
Watkins’ Spices, Extracts, Cocoa ;
visited Mr. Detwiler’s parents, Mr. ieu then in fitting words introduced is seen in the higher weekly totals of the absence of the old rabbit and so
all kinds of Cosmetics, etc., and
GEO. W. MIDDLETON & SONS
and Mrs. Theodore Detwiler, at Eagle- the speaker, Major Romanus Fellman, carloadings. The railroads are be may an ordinary chicken th at has
warden of the county prison. Mr. ginning to recover from their nominal strayed away from the barnyard but
famous medicinal remedies.
ville, Sunday.
JEFFERSONVILLE, PA;
Phone, Norristown 1748
i|6|13t
Mr. Denosa of the Neverleak Fellman gave an excellent address on slump in freight traffic during Janu neither are interested in this kind of
Company of Philadelphia, is going to the subect “Does the Suppression of ary, the effects of which are showing food and are not looking for young
Crime
Pay?
He
spoke
of
the
grow
in the January earnings statements rabbits. It may happen once in a
enclose Mr. Horace Boyer’s and Mr.
J. C. Dettra’s porches in a week or ing tendency to crime and gave the now being published by the Class. No. pheasant’s lifetime say the Game
reasons for our criminal young. His 1 roads.
Commissioners.
two.
COLLEGEyiLLE, PA.
|
strong, point was the looseness of pa
FOR SALE
There
has
been
a
gain
in
awarding
Mr. and Mrs. Benj. Heitz and sons rental authority, and if crime is to be
A
fond
mother
was
exhibiting,
with
of
building
contracts,
together
with
a
.Brick
House,
6 Rooms and Bath—Gas)
THIRD AVE. & MAlft ST. *
Joseph and Harry, of Philadelphia, prevented there must be developed a
great pride, her flapper daughter to
Elec, and all modern conveniences, Gar
spent the week end with Mr. Ed. Lit- stronger religious sense. He spoke of satisfactory addition to the engaged the new rector of a church in Harrowage, on Wm. Penn Highway. 87000.00.
4 acres Ground on Wm. Penh Highway
ka and Mr. Henry Litka and families. religious example as the fundamental capacity of iron and steel mills, the gate, recently; “My daughter,” said
latter being largely inconsequence of a
—good building site—82500.00.
X P. S.—I will cpntinue to visit S
Mr.- and Mrs. J. U. Francis, Sr;, en prevention and secondary—the . pro larger aggregate demand by many the mother “knew how to dress her 4- homes and take orders for and de- *
Large Stone House and 5 acres. "A-,1
condition. 12 rooms, bath, hardwood
tertained on Sunday Mrs. Enos Deery vision of the recreational life of the small individual consumers, most of self when she was but three, years X jiver Watkins’ products, ' ,
.. - t
floor, gas, water and elec. Chicken
„ < ■■'rijJSt' ) ■-/
jgj
and Miss Thelma Deery and Mr. Ar children. He; strongly urged the pro whom require early shipment against old.” -“Well,-er, do you think,” asked j|g •
Houses, Stable and, Garage. Shade and
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
Frnlt
trees—$12000.00.
thur Van Sant, of Fort Washington.- vision of play grounds and centers of their orders. This causes th e ' mills the rector shly, “th at her ability in
Concrete Block Stucco House—6 rooms
, Dr. and Mrs. Empy, of Camden, recreation in communities. The next to increase their output and shipments that direction will ever return?”
and-bath; all conveniences. Near Norristown—$6500.00
motored to this place on Sunday and meeting conducted by young people of the items involved, but has thus far
The
other
day
we
won
a
race
by
a
spent the day with Mr. and Mrs. T. will, be held on the last Sunday in prevented any substantial enlargement close shave. We beat an elderly flap
HENRY W. MATHIEU
April.
'
E. Francis.
Of unfilled orders.
per to the barber chair. The barber
Real Estate
The following services will be held
A constructive feature lately has trade has increased the last few years
Mrs. Charles Jones, who is nursing
Collegeville 57-r-8
TRAPPE, FA.
in
the
church
next'
Sunday:
Sunday
been
the
gradual
increase
in
opera
her invalid mother in Souderton, spent
to a $750,000,000 a year business,
the week end with her husband, Mr.; School at 9 a. m.; church service at 10 tion of the motor car manufacturers. thanks to the hair-bob. The bob alone
a. m. The pastor, Rev. Ohl, will To what extent the automotive indus has added. $150,200,000 to the barber
Charles Jones.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Weaver and preach on the subject, "Why We try has “come back” is not apparent revenue. There are 170,000 barber
LOANS TO FARMERS
family, of Cromby, speilt Sunday with Fail ?”. A special series of gospel at the moment, but, judging from the shops estimated in this country. The
Under Government Supervision
services
will
begin
next
Sunday
even
announced
plans
of
at
least
two,of
the
Mr, and Mrs. Harry Bare.
barber shop used to be reckoned a
Long Terras
Easy Payments
ing and will continue every Sunday,
Mrs. Harry Buckwalter and baby, evening until Easter. Good music and more prominent companies, the pro masculine ' institution. It was one
- No Mortgage Tax
gress-back
to
something
approaching
place where a man could go and not
of Trooper, arrived Monday to spend inspiring'talks. You will feel at home
Send or call for application
capacity production of cars and trucks be bothered with the women; but them
blanks today.
ow n
a few days with her parents, Mr. and at these services.
is
likely
to
be
a
stimulating
influence
days is gone forever. Next thing you
Mrs. J. I. Bechtel.
G
et a
CLARENCE
W. SCHEUREN
to business in many lines later on. , know tHe fair ones will be enjoying
.
Collegeville, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. T. B. Smith and baby,
Bank
clearings
are
running
larger
FREE
C
A
T
A
LO
G
the thrills of a close shave by a rough
. RAILROAD ACCIDENTS
of Philadelphia, motored to this place
Representative
than in corresponding weeks last year. barber with a dull razor. Rah! Raw!
The Fenna. Joint Stock Land Bank
Sunday, and spent the day with Mr,
AT5I8Marketer.
REDUCED
There is ample credit at reasonable Barber! .
* ************************$
and Mrs. Sol. Henry. Mrs. Smith and
In no respect have the railroads of rates. Employment *will shortly un
baby will be a guest in the family
the United”States made greater pro dergo the expansion, which always ac
DREAM SAVES CHILD’S LIFE
until Wednesday,
gress than in the prevention of in companies the advent of open weather
FOUR PERISH IN FIRE
Joshua Wilson spent the week end juries -to employes.
in agriculture and many other lines.
in Philadelphia with his sister and
Detroit, Feb. 27.—Dreaming that
Despite reports of hesitation among
Reports
of
the
Interstate
Commerce
brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Blake
Commission show that in road freight retail distributors, in most sections some one had stolen his toy wagon
Edwards.
GENERAL INSURANCE
service, which represents the most of the country where normal weather from the front yard of his home here,
Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Wertz and fam rugged type of service, there has been conditions have prevailed theire has Morris Couzens, 8 years old, awaken
AND
ily, of Leesport, and Mr. and Mrs a gratifying progressive reduction in been satisfactory retail trade. Amopg ed early today and ran downstairs to
REAL ESTATE
The action probably
Bertram Ashenfelter spent Sunday both fatalities and injuries per 1,000 wholesale distributors there is no evi investigate.
with Miss Amy Ashenfelter and Mrs, men employed for each suceeding dence of- overstocking of finished saved his life, for as he reached the
, / Will be at my office Mondays,
goods of any kind. The majority of lower floor he discovered the house in
Donten.
Wednesdays and Friday even
year for the last nine years.
ings. Located in the former
For example, in 1918, when the rail manufacturers are also credited with flames and called to neighbors for
MAD DOGS AND DOG LAWS
residence of F. W. Wack,
roads were controlled and operated being free of accumulations of made- help. Before aid arrived, however,
There is at present in the State of by the government, there was an up goods which might clog the mar his mother, Rose Couzens, and three
-Schwenksville.
Phone 44-r-2
brothers, Meryl, 15 months; James,
Pennsylvania an epidemic of rabies, average of 168,819 employes in road kets in the later spring -weeks.
Schwenksville.
8 years, and John, 2 years, trapped in
Mad, dogs are running at large. Lu freight service, of whom 847 were
the rear of the house, were burned to
WONDERS OF WATER
zerne county, parts of Allegheny and killed and 23,023 injured, or a rate
death. The fire is believed to have
Westmoreland conuties are under per 1,000 employees of 4.99 killed and
REVEALED
been caused by an overheated stove.
quarantine. During the past year in 135.57 injured.
That’s what Pratts supplies to yqur
The
following
excerpt from George
chicks . . . livability!
the State two hundred fifty two per
In 1921, under private control and
One batch of wrong food might start the
sons have been bitten by mad dogs operation, there was an average of A. Dorsey’s book, “Why We Behave pUBIiIC SALE OF
whole hatch down hill. But if you start
and five have died from hydrophobia, 137,852 employed, of whom 302 were Like Human Beings,” published and
them on Pratts, just watch them perk up
H ousehold Goods !
These facts should convince everyone killed and 13,128 injured, or a ra te ' copyrighted by Harper & Bros., gives
and grow!
that the Dog Laws of the State must of 2.19 killed and 95.23 injured, a re ideas of the wonders of water.
Will be sold at public sale on SATUR
Pratts supplies everything for bone, flesh
MARCH 5, 1927 at the residence of
be enforced.
The essential things of life are car DAY,
duction compared with 1918 of 56 per
and muscle. Gives chicks a quick, healthy
the undersigned, Second avenue, Trappe,
We have now installed the lat
In brief the Dog Laws are: Every cent in the rate killed and of nearly bon dioxide, carbon compounds, air the following household goods: Range,
growth. Enables fliem to resist common
extra
good
baker;
bedroom
suite,
2
other
est equipment for the handling
dog over six months of age must be 30 per cent injured.
ailments like leg weakness, bowel trouble,
and water, of these, the most essential beds, extension table, 12 ft long, good as
etc. Gives them health, pep, vigor in
licensed, must wear a collar and tag,
is water.new; 6 dining room chairs, rocking and
of Lacquers in the refinishing of
other chairs, 2 old bureaus, one with glass
abundant quantities.
must be chained or securely housed
Seventy
per
cent,
of
body-weight
is
Automobiles, and with out1train
knobs;
several
looking
glasses,
one
an
old
FARM CALENDAR
The food -that raises strong, vigorous
after sundown unless accompanied by
one; library table, 75 yards extra good
water.
chicks
is
the
“original
baby
food
for
baby
ed,
and efficient force of help
rag
carpet,
porch
rockers,
cooking
utensils
Keep Beef Matrons Fit—Beef cows
owner. Licenses and tags can be pro
chicks.” It’s
Conscious brains are eighty-five per and large variety of dishes, 2 large cup
will
be able to give you your
cured direct from your county treas which will have calves to raise this cent,
quilts and blankets, sheets and
water. If the water content of boards,
pillow cases, towels, etc. 28-gallon farmer’s
urer or thru a justice of the peace, spring should go through the winter the brain drops to sixty per cent., we boiler,
car
very
promptly.
-nearly new; Enterprise sausage
in a thrifty condition. They should
magistrate or notary public,
cutter and stutter, and many articles of
become,
literally,
“boneheads,”
The
The
latest
and best in the line
household equipment not here enumerated.
The license fee is $1.00 for male maintain fair flesh and get ample brain turns to gristle.
Sale a t one o’clock. Conditions, -cash.
of
Auto
Refinishing.
Let us
dog, $2.00 for female-dog. ‘ Any per exercise. If these conditions prevail
WAYNE M. PEARSON, Auctioneer,
estimate on your car.
Water is the great solvent. It dis
and Agent for Jacob Walt.
son violating the Dog Law is liable to there will be little cause for anxiety
solves more substances than any other
b u t t e r m il k
a fine of from $5.00 to $100.00, or about loss.
JOH N F . K L E IN
liquid.
Each
year
rivers
carry
five
FOR
SALE—A
new
frame
garage
10
x
B A B Y C H IC K F O O D
thirty days in jail, or both.
Give Dobbin a Chance—Is old Dob billion tons of dissolved minerals and 16 feet in Collegeville, Pa. Could be turn
Rahns, Pa.
Sold and Cuaranteed by
The money derived from the li bin in good -shape for the approaching
ed into a chickenhouse; can be bought
censing of dogs is used to pay all spring work? Fresh air, sunshine, millions of tons of carbon compounds. at one half its value. Apply, to EIMER
3|3j4t '
damages done by dogs to domestic exercise, and water are the four Water dissolves food and enables its S. POLEY, Trappe, Pa.
animals and poultry; in addition ft cheapest essentials required by the strength giving qualities to enter the ,FOR iSALE—New house on Ridge pike,
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS
also a t present finances the Bureau work horse in keeping fit. Do not body cells. Water carries off the Jeffersonville. All conveniences. Apply at
East Main street, Norristown, or 1517
of Animal Industry of the Pennsyl feed heavily when the horses are not wastes and poisons , through the 41
West Hazzard street, Philadelphia. Phone,
vania' Deparment of Agriculture in working. Save that grain until they glands, kidneys and lungs. Blood is Diamond 8111-M.
2|24|3t
ninety per cent, water. Chemical
its work for the prevention, control are working hard and need it.
reactions take place in water. Mam
and eradication of' tuberculosis, hog
FOR SALE—Three-piece bed davenport
Prune the Peach Trees As soon
cholera, abortion, arbies and other as severe cold weather is over the malian bodies are generators of elec suite; leatherette'covered. Cheap. CHAS.
SMEDLEY, Fifth avenue, west, Collegetrical
energy.
This
physical
electric
transmissible diseases, as well as peach trees should be pruned. As a
*
*
ity comes from the ions and atoms of vllle, Pa.
*
TRAPPE,
PA.
%
poultry diseases.
rule young peach trees receive too se electric •charge set free when mole
h*
Bear in mind that when you pay vere
FOR SALE—Magic hrooder and a corn &
pruning while the old trees are
shell er. Apply to CHARLES HERZOG, jj{ Is always filled with well as- |
your dog tax you ate paying for the not pruned severely enough. Use no cules acids, bases and salts are split Trappe,
AND
Pa.
2]?4|2t '
up. iQns are back of protiplasm, the
sorted stock in every
|
eradication of tuberculous cows that wofind dressing on peach cuts. source
of
life,
and
are
essential
to1
all
department
|
your children may drink- milk free
FOR SALE—Cordwood, $3.50 per cord.
/
jC
Plan Changes Now—If any changes life processes.
HORACE SAYLOR,1Collegeville, Pa. 2*242
from the germs of tuberculosis. If
Everything kept in a general *
The
high
specific
heat
of
water
tem
are
contemplated
in
the
garden
or
you are not obeying the law, get busy
store always on hand.
.|
WANTED—A woman to do general
at once. Get your dog licensed and anywhere else about the grounds it pers both winter and summer. The
a good up - to = d ate
Our
aim
is.to
meet
the
WANTS
£
tropics
are
reservoirs
of
heat,
the
housewqrk.
No
washing
and
ironing.
Good
keep him chained. Our Dog Law En is high time to plan for these now.
wages. Apply at the COMMERCIAL
OF PATRONS both in assort- - *
poles
of
cold.
This
causes
circulation
I
f
-i
t
is
put
off
much
longer
the
HOUSE, Collegeville, Pa. Phone 8r2., 2)242
forcer may visit your home any .day.
D R U G S T O R E
ment and quality.
; *
We do not wish to prosecute any one chances are, that it will hot be done of the atmospheric and ocean currents
which
temper
climates.
Water
cannot
this
year.
LADIES WANTING HOME WORK, any
should sell
REASONABLE PRICES
|
but will prosecute every violator of
kind; spare time; write; enclose stamp.
.Drain Those Wet Spots—Look at be cooled -below freezing point, thirty- HOME
the law without fear or favor.
WORK SERVICE BUREAU, Am
YOURS TO SERVE *
2124
With this kind, earnest warning you wheat and alfalfa on the Wet spots two degrees Fahrenheit. When the sterdam, N. Y.
Bring
will have no reason for complaint if as soon as possible to see how much air is forty to sixty below zero, a block
Your
WANTED to solicit orders
through neglect of yours, proceedings heaving has occurred. Compare the of ice is next best thing to a warm forSALESMAN
lubricating oils, greases and paints.'
for prosecution are entered ag ain st: conditions in these places with fields stove for heating. Lakes and oceans Salary or commission. Address THE HAR
H E R E
that are better drained. It will make never go below freezing point,'thirty- VEY OIL CO., Cleveland, O. 2|17|2-3t
Auto Delivery
Bell ’Phone
you.
, ,
two.
This
makes
water
a
powerful
you
think
of
tiling
because
the
con
If you know of any violators of the
We compound them just as
SALESMAN WANTED for lubricating * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * & * * * * * * * * * ij
regulator of the earth’s temperature. oils,
Dog Laws, please send their names to trast'w ill be convincing.
greases and paints.- Excellent oppor
your Doctor wants them eom=
Water
also
never
gets
hotter
than
the
tunity.
Salary,
or
commission.
THE
JED
Buy
Chicks
Near
Home—If,
chicks
Dr. T. E. Munce, Bureau of Animal
pounded; that is the right way.
o il; AND- PAINT- CO., Cleveland, Ohio.
Industry, Harrisburg, Pa. Sincerely are obtained near home one has an boiling point, 212 F.
. 3|3|2t '
opportunity
to
know
the
man
vdth
yours for Law Enforcem ent,
Stop in and give us a call
FEED FOR SOW
whom he is dealing and can see for
q. G. JORDAN,
WANTED—Electrical repair work: cords
and make yourself at home.
The sow reipiires practically no feed of irons, sweepers, etc.; bells, radio sets,
Secretary of Agriculture. himself just what sort of stock is
motors, etc., repaired. Bring work
used for breeding purposes.
Telephone your wants and
during the first 24 hours after far small
to or call JACOB A. BUCKWALTER, Col
Test
Seed
Corn—Seed
corn
surveys
TRAPP®; PAlegeville,
Pa. Phone 18r3.
rowing,
but
should
have
plenty
of
we will take care-of them.
KEPT RECORD ON BIRDS;
show that there is some good seed in
FOUND THEY MADE PROFIT the state, but most of it is of poor lukewarm water. On the second day
pel) Phone—Coilegeville 150 r 2
feed her a small quantity of bran or
FEEDERS ATTENTION!—Granulated
Forty-nine flocks of laying hens, germination. Careful testing, by the middlings in the form of a thin slop. •and
roasted Corn Meal. Buckwheat and
UNDERTAKER b EMBALMER
upon which records were kept during ear method, will tell which ears will The quantity and variety of the feed Graham Flour, Feeding Molasses, Butter
milk dry. and semi-solid, Tobacco powder,
the past year, made their owners grow and which will not.
may be increased daily, depending up Sulphur, All'Kinds of Mill Feed.
No effort spared to meet the
10|29|tf
COLLEGEVILLE MILLS.
handsome profits, J. C. Taylor, ex
Sow Sweet Peas—To have good on the size of the litter and the feeding
tension poultry specialist of the Penn sweet peas next summer, sow the capacity of the sow. Ordinarily* the
fullest expectation’s of those
sylvania State College, announces,.
Philadelphia Market Report
seeds now. Use 4-inch pots and after sow can be placed on full feed of the
Fifth Ave._ & Reading Pike,
who engage my services.
Twenty-nine flocks , in Lancaster the seeds have germinated, place in a kind fed before farrowing in from Wheat . , . \ . ...........
$1.38 to $1.46
county, averaging 381 birds, produced cold frame.
one to two /weeks after farrowing. Com (nominal) ............. 80c to 86c
COLLEGEVILLE, PA,
136 eggs and returned $2.32 per bird
Trains met at all stations.
Careful feeding will prevent an ex Oats ........................... f . 53c to 58c
above feed cost on the average. In
“Doesn’t your wife miss ,you on cessive. flow of rich milk, which might Bran . . . ................... $34.00 to $36.50*
Juniata county 13 flocks averaged evenings like this one?” asked one cause digestive- troubles, resulting in Baled hay........| ___ $22.00 to $24.50
Prompt attention to calls by
180 birds, 136 eggs and $2.18 per bird jolly good fellow of the other as they white scours and - possible death of Live poultry ___. . . ......... 24c to 34c
telephone
or telegraph.
above feed cost. Bucks counter flocks, rolled homeward after the festivities. pigs.
Dressed poultry .............. 23c to ,36c
_
______
Sheep
$5.00 to $9.00
averaging 734 birds in seven flocks, “Well,” replied the other, “not often.
Eggs .. 23c to 27c; candled, up to 36c
Lambs
.....................
$13.00
to $14.75
laid 132 eggs per bird for a return She can throw pretty straight for a
Watch The Independent’s For Sale F at c o w s..................... $5.00 to $7.00
.Steers ......................... $9.00 to $10.50
above, feed cost of $2.42.
woman.”—San rFancisco Bulletin.
I advers for big bargains.
Calves ............... ..
$15.00 to $17.50 H o g s ................. ,___ $13.00 to $14.50 Butter .
......................... 48c to 56c

DIAMONDS

M iddleton’s
W hite Leghorns

LIGHT LUNCHES

William C. Hildebidle |

u

TRUE

BLUE”

Values in these
NEW

BLUE SUITS

YOU
CAN’T
KEEPTHEM
D
)

I
for th e s e a s o n ’s find, but never a t th e sa crifice of
blue. For th is color in ch ev io ts, w o rsted s, ser g es
or herringbones m ake a trim looking su it for busi=
n e s s and d ress.

We have th e sin g le and double

b reasted m odels for m en and you ng m en.
th ey ’re priced so a s to give
v a lu es.

$25

you

“true

$30

And
blue”

$35

OVERCOATS
Take Another Drop
in Prices
One, tw o and three o f a sty le but all sizes
reduced from ou r high er priced lin es. All

W. W. HARLEY

$20.00

STORGES’ STORE I

WINKLER DRUGS

i

mwm
POTTSTOWN, PA.

“ CAUTION”
“NO LE.ET TURNS” or “ALL TURNS ON AMBER ONLY”
are but two of the many rules we encounter daily not only in
our home town but in the other towns and cities through which
we may be driving.
It takes pretty keen vision to locate and read these rules.
Can you do this without stopping and interfering with traffic-?
Your ability to da this may save you from the responsibility
of a serious accident or an embarrassing encounter with the
traffic-officer. May we help you to “KEENER VISION.”

A. B. PARKER & BROTHER
OPTOMETRISTS AND OPTICIANS
2 0 6 DeKalb S treet, N orristow n, Pa.
Thomas H. Parker, O. D.
,
Charles E. Parker, O. D.

L.S.SC H A TZ’S !

TIBERIUS GRACCHUS
A home is not a house com
plete
Until it has its! share of heat.
JF your radiator is not com
ing through ydtfi its full
quota of heat call us in on
the job and we’ll make ' i t
warm for you.

iW iM O T lB j

“The ruts are worn deep in
some . minds and over such
roads worn out ideas must for
ever trayel in a destined direc
tion.”
OUR service improves with the
times, yet; in each cere
mony will”be found the timehonored customs that make for
a reverent respect and gracious
courtesy.

U H 1

JOHN L. BECHTEL

L .S.SC H A T Z

Funeral Director
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

C O L L E G E V IL L E , P A .
- R 3 ,u :

Everything

RBORPHONE

Prescriptions

Frank W. Shalkop ■

WINKLER-DRUGS

**************************

S

■

Anything

JR.. O. S tu r g e s

9

i

“ DUCO
R efin ish in g ”

************************* *

I

i

**************************

**************************
**************************

■I

new m odels and fab rics.

**************************
I

MICHELL’S

i
5

R estless S ty le m ay pounce upon th is or th a t color

MICHELL'S

SEEDS

i

EwmhinqWorthWhiletnthe
WorldBroughttoyourtimide
Interesting events, famous speakers, theatrical stars,
popular orchestras— make mends with them every
tfisht through your Arborphone. A new enthusiasm
for the fireside toon will develop in your home.
A tiny fraction o f a turn on the Arborphone’ s split
control will tune out a local station and bring
in equally clear and' strong othef: (Rstant stations*
The many stations crowded in on the lower wave
lengths are easily picked out one b y one on ‘t he
selective Arborphone controls. Plenty o f volume,
marvelous tone quality all around the dial.

*60

( W ith o u t
A ccesso ries )

A n exclusive design |n cabinet craftsm anship
distinguishes th e A rborphone. Built in ab eaU '
tirul brow n w alnut finished cabinet. Come
an d listen to A rborphone reception. You^U
find radio in its m ost finished form .

•A RB O RPH O N E FRANCHISED DEALER

RIMBY’S RADIO SHOP
Phone 123-r-2.

Collegeville Greenhouses

PRECISIQN PRODUCTS CO.l

35i South Main St.

o’jlnfiJlrJaQr,/fiichiyan

E

